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is fast (30-60 minutes),
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Advancing the science
of treecare by providing
treatment protocols that
give predictable results
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Analyzing Your Competition...
Have you thought about how you are going to manage through
your competition in 2001? We've had a couple of great years more work than people to do it; low interest rates; mild weather.

'

I

I

41

Publisher

Cynthia Mills, CAE
Editor

'

Or is your biggest threat a concern for your competition instead of a focus on your
own company?
Other than a recession, there isn't anything in the list above that your company cannot put some time and attention into that wouldn't effect extraordinary changes in the
work practices of your team and the future position of your company. Even during a
recession, good business practices can carry you through tough times. There isn't anything in the list above that is not possible with some determination.
Watts Wacker & Jim Taylor in The Visionary's Handbook state, "your biggest competitor is your own view of your future." So what do you want for your company - or
for your job experience if you're not the owner or manager? Do you want to keep getting what you've gotten? If it has been good, do you want to get better? If it has not
been so good, do you want something different? Each of us must stop and take a look at
why we are not where we envisioned we would be in our companies or our careers. If
honest, an internal look, though not always pleasant, can take us to entirely new places.
So where do you want to be at the end of 2001? Is it really the company across town
that is your biggest challenge or is your challenge closer to home? Why not dream a
little and take a few steps toward that dream? If you can see it, you can get there. Believe in yourself. It takes tremendous courage to be a business owner or manager. If
you had the guts to get started and step out there, why not take the next step? The only
thing between you and success is the fear of failure. Not stepping out leaves you with
one choice - maintenance. Staying in the same place is no longer an option in business.
It takes a little dreaming on a regular basis to stay in the ballgame. It's just as easy to
imagine a bright future as it is to reel off a list of reasons that you "can't" get there. My
second-grade teacher once told me there was no such word as "can't.—

I
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So what is your competition in the year to come? Is it the threat
p
• ,_
of a recession? Is it the slowdown that moves disposable income
used for tree care into the "not going to happen column" for your
clients? Is it the large tree care company that moved into your niche market with an
established name? Is it the company across town that has a new Web site to attract
clients? Is it the company that invests in new equipment, increasing productivity and
safety? Is it the company that has figured out that a little attention to marketing other
than the Yellow Pages and word of mouth can really increase its business? Is it the
company that returns phone calls promptly or calls clients to tell them the schedule has
changed unexpectedly? Is it the company that invests money in the professional development of its entire staff? Is it the company that promotes teamwork and respects what
each person brings to the group? Is it the company that has figured out that diversity is
something which can enrich the work, including finding new solutions and new employees?
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Two new Terex Telelect models take tree care professionals to greater heights.
The Hi-Ranger XT-5 Series has grown with the addition of
the XT-58 and XT-60 with 63 ft. and 65 ft. working heights.
An optional transverse hydraulic lift available for all XT-5
Series models adds another 10 ft. of working height.
All have the attributes that have made the Terex Telelect
Hi-Ranger XT Series the preferred aerial device for tree
trimming: including emphasis on in-house design and
manufacturing, unique Tr-Link upper boom articulation,

and extended work zone with a more compact and
maneuverable travel package. Plus great strength-to-weight
fiberglass upper and lower booms also provide more
uniform and consistent electrical insulating properties than
other alternatives.
For more information on Terex Telelect Hi-Rangers, see
your Terex Telelect distributor or call (605) 882-4000,
FAX (605) 882-1842. Telelect is ISO 9001 certified.

SIMPLE, AVAILABLE AND COST EFFECTIVET"

www.torexlift.com
TC

L1 TEREX TELELECT

600 Oakwood Road • Watertown. SD 57201 USA
(605) 882-4000 • FAX (605) 882-1842 • E-mail: watertown@terexlitting.com
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Water and Trees
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By Dr. Alex Shigo

Im

Mir

Tree Care's Standard, Z133,
Goes Through Changes
By Peter Gerstenberger

Know the Numbers Before You
Buy a Bucket Truck

Cover Photo

By Michael Roche

ca

Profitable Spray Operations
Start With the Rig
By Paul Wolfe II

Departments

0 Outlook

By Cynthia Mills, CAE

Your toughest competitor may not be the
company across town.

Branch Office

Cover photo by Dr. Alex L. Shigo. In other
countries, water reused from human waste
systems is being used for irrigation of lawns,
and, under certain restrictions, for irrigation
of crops used for human food.

By Mary McVicker

Debt management involves making
distinctions particularly between
"good" debt and "bad" debt.

Cutting Edge

TCIs mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the
latest industry news and information on regulations, standards, practices, safety, innovations, products and
equipment. We strive to serve as the definitive resource for
commercial, residential, municipal and utility arborists, as
well as for others involved in the care and maintenance of
trees. The official publication of the non-profit National Arborist Association, we vow to sustain the same
uncompromising standards of excellence as our members
in the field, who adhere to the highest professional practices worldwide.

New products and news in the tree care industry

Tree Care History
By Joe Zentner

George Washington Vanderbilt left two lasting
legacies, his Biltmore Estate and the Cradle of
Forestry.
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Book Review
BY Mark Garvin

A new book by Lew Bloch, Tree Law
Cases in the USA, should be read by every
arborist who wants to stay out of court.

QD NAA Forum

Dust off the camera and polish the
chipper: it's time for the NAA's Excellence in Arboriculture Awards program.

Management Exchange
BY Phi/lip M. Perry

Managing workplace violence
every employer should know!

what

62 Washington in Review
By Peter Gerstenherger

A new administration means new administrators, offering a glimmer of optimism for the
regulatory climate.

QD

Classified Advertising
Help wanted, services, businesses, new and
used products for sale

Industry Almanac
Important regional and national meetings
and activities

Tree News Digest
BY Keith A. Regan

News, stories, clips and information on
trees from around the world

From the Field
By Steve Sandfort

The shrewd application of peer pressure
spruces up a neighborhood.
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Water and energy are twins. In many parts of the world,
supplies are decreasing as demands are increasing.
Wise management - starting with education - is the
answer to this potential problem.
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Water and Trees
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By 1)r. Alex L. Shigo
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ater, water, everywhere, but only 0.05 percent to drink! Oceans
cover 71 percent of the earth's surface, but ocean water is too
salty for people and trees. Many plants and a few species of trees
dc live in salty water. The salty water makes up 97 percent of the earth's
water. Of the remaining fresh 3 percent, 75 percent is in ice at the poles.
The rest can be used for drinking. However, most of it is inaccessible groundwater. We are back to 0.05 percent available to us from lakes and streams.
We not only drink it; we wash in it, flush it, and use it for irrigation of
grass, crops and trees as if it will never run out. In many places in the
world, it has run out. As trees were cut the land heated. No clouds formed.
No rain fell.
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Water as snow adds

Water, trees and life

04

beauty to these beech
leaves. As snow melts,
the water seeps slowly
into the soil and run-off is
minimized.

Arborists know about water best by its amounts in extremes: too much,
too little. Too much brings floods, or when frozen, breakage. Too little brings
droughts. Amounts of precipitation are out of human control. Humans do
bring on tree problems when they water too much, or forget to water.
Stress is a condition where a system begins to operate near the limits for
the way it is designed. Water is an essential for all life systems to survive. When too much or too little
water is present, the tree system begins to operate near its limit for survival. Stress. Water-caused
stress is a major predisposing factor for a long list of tree problems that could end in death. Root

A Plea for Modern Arboriculture
Years ago I predicted that in the 21st century, arboriculture would begin to split as more arborists moved
from old arboriculture toward modern arboriculture. Old arboriculture will not go away. It is, and will be for
many years, the dominant force for tree care.
New people are coming on the scenes, and the scenes, or demands of the marketplace, are changing
rapidly. Survival of any individual or system depends directly on their ability to adjust to changes. The rate of
adjustment defines the winners. Some arborists believe that chemistry is not arboriculture, and that it has no
place in arboriculture. A few teachers have told me they do not use my book, Modern Arboriculture, because
it contains some very simple chemistry, which is not arboriculture. Many teachers do understand chemistry
but their schedules do not allow time to teach it. But, what about the arborists who are sick and tired of the
same old stuff? They want something new and better. It will take time to bring modem arboriculture into full
bloom. A better understanding of tree biology and chemistry is the basis for modem arboriculture. Sad, but
biology and chemistry still frighten many people.
Here I give a brief glimpse of water, one of the most essential substances for trees and for all living things.
To be an arborist and not have some understanding about water is unthinkable for me. I'm sure some ar borists will not read this article. I'm also sure that others will not only read it, but chew it and study it. If you
want more of this stuff, I should be pleased to give it. If not, so be it. I respect trees and arborists. I believe
they deserve and need something new and better, not the same old stuff.
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What is water?
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Water is held in clay soils. This can
W"O be very beneficial when in moderate amounts, but when too much
b water saturates the clay, problems
)start usuallyrootrots.
—

Water is a substance in which two hydrogen atoms bond in a unique way to one
oxygen atom, hence. H 2O. The unique
bonding is so spectacular that water takes
on fascinating characteristics. It is the only
substance on earth that occurs naturally as
a liquid, gas or solid.
All water on earth originally came from
rocks. As the extremely hot, young earth
began to cool, gases such as oxygen and
hydrogen escaped from rocks. They collected above the earth, and as some oxygen
and hydrogen bonded, the rains came.

Your basic atom

L
AV

problems are at the top of the list. Insects
and fungi are easy to see and they will always be there. Fighting secondary agents
of tree problems has become the primary
role of many people.
Water as a liquid dissolves many substances essential for the life of trees. Water
transports the substances throughout the
tree. Water is essential for photosynthesis
and its end product. glucose. As bound
water, it acts as a storage product. The way
water changes from free to bound, and
back again, is one the wondrous processes
of nature.
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Atom was the name given to the smallest bit of matter. The word means
uncuttable. Of course we know now that
atoms can be reduced or cut further.
There are 92 naturally occurring kinds
of atoms. In elaborate laboratories, scientists have increased that number to 110, as
of this writing.
An atom contains at least one central.
positively charged body and one circling,
negatively charged body. Every atom is
unique in that the number of positive
charges normally equals the number of
negative charges. The positive bodies are
protons, and the negative bodies are electrons. The circling nature of the electrons
is often referred to as a negative cloud. All
atoms except hydrogen have at least one
neutron in their nucleus. The neutron has
mass, but no charge. The hydrogen atom
has one proton and one electron, but no
neutron.
If the nucleus of an atom could be enlarged to about the size of a dime, the
circling cloud of the electron or electrons
would be nearly the size of a football field.
Think about it. A half-inch cube of nuclear
material would weigh about 10 million
9

tons. The figures lose their meaning because it is difficult for our minds to grasp
these facts. In the end, we must remember
the energy and matter are concepts, and
that they are interchangeable.

More about hydrogen
Hydrogen is the most abundant atom in
the universe. Because of its abundance on
the sun, there is life on Earth. On the sun,
the heat and pressures are so great that
hydrogen atoms are fused to form helium
atoms. In this fusion process, some matter
is converted to enormous amounts of energy. The energy radiates from the sun as
light. Chlorophyll in trees and other green
plants traps some of the light energy that
is ultimately used to form glucose. Carbon
dioxide and water are key players in this
process. This may be why water is often
called the substance of life.
Hydrogen starts the many events that
lead to water, energy and life. Hydrogen
is a unique atom because it normally does
not contain a neutron. To understand the

ways of hydrogen's single proton and electron is to understand much about
chemistry, life and, here, trees.
The single electron rotates about the
proton in a cloud that is commonly called
a ring. The single ring of hydrogen could
accommodate two electrons. But, if it did,
this would unbalance the charges, and this
won't happen unless something forces it
to. Normally the number of protons equals
the numbers of electrons.
Models have been developed for atoms
so that discussions about them could be
easier. In the models, the first ring could
have two electrons, and the second ring
eight electrons. Of course the "real" nature of the atoms are replete with
exceptions and strange characteristics.
However, with water and hydrogen and
oxygen, most of the model terms are applicable.

More about oxygen
Oxygen has eight protons and eight neutrons in its nucleus, and eight electrons in

Please circle 62 on Reader Service Card
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two rings. The first ring is saturated with
two electrons and the second ring has six.
It can hold eight electrons.
We breathe oxygen so it can combine
with hydrogen "left over" from our energyyielding processes. When it does connect
or bond with hydrogen, we breathe it out
as water vapor. It seems that we just cannot get away from water and life, and in
this case, our own life.
Water is also essential for the life of
trees, and trees provide arborists with the
means of their life and business.
Oxygen is a product of photosynthesis.
We say oxygen is given off to the air. In
the process of photosynthesis - where carbon dioxide and water are the ingredients
- the power for the process comes from the
hydrogen in the water. In a sense, water is
split, or to be even more precise, the protons and electrons of the hydrogen atoms
are separated. After many chemical processes, oxygen is released.
Oxygen becomes very essential in respiration. In this process, the energy stored

in glucose is released to do the work of life.
The products of respiration are carbon dioxide and water. Back to water again.
The processes of photosynthesis start
with carbon dioxide and water, and, in the
end, the processes of respiration end with
the release of carbon dioxide and water.
In all of this, the power of the sun is used
to make life on Earth possible. Oxygen,
carbon dioxide and water are the actors.
They start and they finish still being the
same actors ready to act again and again
for continued new life.
Now if all of this does not "grab you"
then there is no hope!

Bonding patterns
Atoms bond with other atoms to form
dogs, cats, humans and trees. All life forms
are made up of atoms bonded in unique
ways, often in the form of electrically neutral molecules.
The strongest bonds are called covalent. With these bonds, two or more
atoms share electron fields by actually

penetrating one another's fields. The
next level of bonding is called ionic.
Each atom or group of atoms here has a
positive or negative charge. Such atoms
or groups are called ions. Because unlike charges attract, ions of unlike
charges bond, but do not penetrate each
other's electron field. We commonly call
many of these ion combinations "salts."
Common table salt is really a crystal
made up of sodium ions bonded to chloride ions. Table salt is not a molecule.
When the crystals are poured into water.
the ionic bonds separate. The same processes operate for commonly used
fertilizers. They are salts. In water, their
bonds are released.
In the third type of bonding, the atoms
or groups come fairly close together, but
do not touch. This bonding pattern is the
weakest, yet this pattern is the major one
that holds you and trees together. On a relative numerical basis, consider the holding
power of these bonds to be about two or
three; on the same scale, the covalent hold-

1 I !J Ii

ing power between two nitrogen atoms in
the air is about 190.
Yes, life forms are held together by these
relatively weak bonding forces. If this were
not so, processes of breakdown and
buildup would not work. No recycling. No
new life.
This third type of bonding brings us
back to water, and its ingredients - oxygen and hydrogen. The third type of weak
bonding is called hydrogen bonding. Because it is so important, some additional
details should be given.

Hydrogen bonds
Hydrogen bonds are the unique features
of water. In summary. oxygen has two
positions for additional electrons in its second ring. Hydrogen has one electron in its
single ring, but the ring can accommodate
two electrons.
Two hydrogen atoms bond with a single
oxygen atom to form a molecule called
water. Each hydrogen atom bonds on the
second ring of the oxygen atom where
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there is a place for them. When the hydropositive charges. If you can imagine this
gen atoms bond with the oxygen atom, a
three-dimensional model of water in your
strange partnership takes place. Each hymind, many fascinating characteristics of
drogen atom now has two electrons in its
water become easy to explain and underring and the oxygen atom has electrons fillstand.
ing the two available positions on its
second ring. Add to this the fact that the
hydrogen atoms and the oxygen atom now
Water forms drops as it rains and falls
have their rings saturated, yet the positive
on
leaves and needles. If water is poured
and negative charges of the molecule are
on
a smooth glass surface, mounds will
balanced! What a process!
form.
If you pour alcohol on the same surThere is much more to this story of waface,
no
mounds will form. Why? The
ter. Oxygen "accepts" the electrons of the
i OF
answer:
water
has an abundance of hydrohydrogen atoms, but it pulls most of their
electron clouds deep into its atom.
Another way to say this is that the
electrons of the hydrogen atoms
spend much more time deep inside
-. ..
the oxygen atom's ring than they do
Water and trees were both at the
rotating about the protons in the hy..
Khyber Pass many years ago, I
drogen atoms.
have been told. Now, neither
The hydrogen protons as a result
are present. The question is,
what part did the removal of the
are near the outer edge of their ring,
tp
trees play in this problem?
with very little electron negative
r
charge about them. The protons, being positive, exert their charges out
gen bonds; alcohol does not.
from their position on their rings.
.'
••r
Back to our ball model. You can
And, because the oxygen has abbond
one water molecule with ansorbed most of the negative charges
Water is used in abundance to maintain lawns, gar other
molecule, or even bond four
of the electrons of the hydrogen atdens and trees in some of the driest parts of the world.
molecules with one molecule. Howoms, the side opposite the hydrogen
ever, you cannot have one water
atoms becomes weakly negative. So
molecule bond its two positive sites
now one part of the water molecule
with the two negative sites on another
has two weak positive points and the
water molecule. Remember, the
opposite side two weak negared dots are closer together than
tive points. Such a molecule is
the green dots. You cannot fit
called a dipole. Water is a ditwo red dots over two green
pole.
dots. Back again to four on one.
Here is another way to view
It is possible for four molecules
the water molecule. Imagine
of water to align themselves in
oxygen as a large clear ball.
such a way that they bond one
Now, mark four points on the
of their dots with a dot of a difball all equidistant from each
ferent color on the ball. As each
other. Make two points red and
molecule moves into position
two green. Next, move the
where its positive site bonds
green points slightly away from
with a negative site of another
each other, and move the red
Figure 1: Oxygen, above, has
molecule, an active dance goes
points slightly toward each
eight electrons in two rings,
Figure 2: Water forms when
on. If you can imagine it, evother the same distance that you
and eight protons and eight
two hydrogen atoms bond
ery water molecule is "trying"
moved the green points. The
neutrons in its nucleus. Shown
with an oxygen atom. Weak
to bond with another. The probtwo green points have weak
here are two-dimensional diapositive charges extend from
lem starts for the molecules
negative charges, and the two
grams for three-dimensional
the protons in each hydrogen
when bonding partners position
red points have weak positive
atoms and molecules. All diaatom, and two weak negative
grams are from models and the
their other sites too close to
charges extend from the opcharges. The red points are ponucleus and electrons are
posite side of the molecules.
similarly charged sites on the
sitions where the hydrogen
greatly enlarged. (Red = Posimolecules. Remember, unlike
atoms are bonded to the oxygen.
tive; Green = Negative) The
charges do attract, but like
The exact points of red are the
hydrogen atoms, below, each
charges repel. And, because the
positions where the protons rehas a single proton and single
hydrogen bonds are such weak
side and are producing the weak
electron in one ring.
•-,j.

Cohesive water
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INDUSTRIES, INC.

MODEL: S-1472
(20 CU. YD. CAPACITY)

0
'I
Specifications:
A.

General:
All G-60 Galvannealed Material
(zinc coated, resists rust)
All Wiring in Conduit
Sealed Lexan Lens Lights Meet
FMVSS 108 Specifications
Anti-Sail Mud Flaps
Hoist with Power Take Off
Trailer Light Connector, Six Pole
Pintle, Pin, or Pintle/Ball Combination Trailer
Hitch with Tow Hooks
Bodies: Mounted, Undercoated, Chemically
Degreased, Coal Tar Epoxy Coating inside Chip Box,
Primed and Painted
Stainless Steel Hinge Pins with Grease Zerks
Weatherproofed Tool Boxes
Chipper Air Exhaust Vents

B. Overall Body Dimensions:
Length: 168"
Height: 72" (Inside)
Width: 92"

C. Chip Box Material: (Galvannealed)
Floor: 10-ga. plate
Sides & Front: 12-ga. plate
Top: 14-ga. plate
Tailgate: 12-ga. plate with tubing frame
(270: swing)
Runners: 8" structural channel
Cross Members: 3" structural channel
Rear Vertical Support: formed 1/4" plate
Rear Horizontal Support: 4" x 4" x 1/4"
square tubing

1840 East Dixon Blvd. Shelby, NC 28150
704.482.1477 1.800.3313655
Fax 704.482.2015 Fax 1.800.458.8296
E-mail: southco@shelby.net

(I

buAes. s14-ga. Galvannealed)
1. Underbody Tool Boxes:

(two) 48" long x 20" high x 20" deep

L

"L" Cross Box:
24" long x 92" wide x 26" high across chassis rails
Door: 24" long x 48" high; six rope hooks,
stationary shelf and water cooler holder
Ladder Box: (inside chip box)
143" long x 17" wide x 27" high
Pruner Box: (inside chip box)
168" long x 17" wide x 12" high
Locks:

Slam, keyed with hidden theft resistant rods

E. Optional
Tool boxes and Step-Type Rear Bumper

Behind rear axle 34" long x 20" high x 20" deep
Cab Protector
Top Ladder Rack with Access Steps
Electric Trailer Brake Control
Wheel Chocks and Holder
NOTE:

Chassis Cabs Available to
complete the package 102"
CA Chassis Cab required.
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bonds, it does not take much to knock them
apart. So, the wild dance goes on as molecules vie for positions only to be knocked
out of place again and again.
The significance of this process for life
and for trees specifically cannot be overrated. Cohesion makes it possible for
water to cling within vessels and trache-

ids. The cohesive feature gives us raindrops and water as a liquid at
temperatures below 100 degrees Celsius.
Many liquids, alcohol included, form
few hydrogen bonds. Ammonia, which
weighs the same as water on a chemical
scale, is a gas at normal temperatures—
again because its molecules do not bond
together as water molecules do.

Water from liquid to ice
Trees and Forests
of Australia Tour
November 2001

4i .

You are invited to participate in a most
exciting adventure combining travel, learning
and fabulous experiences, with The
Australian College of Applied Science
(ACAS) on a world-class Professional
DevElopment Program to Australia.

A

01 -1 ,

,

ACAS has developed a 2-week travel
package that incorporates Australia's most
fascinatirg locations combined with a concise
educational program centered around
Australia's magnificent trees and forests, that
promises to stimulate and enhance your
professional and personal achievements.

A

01 1 1

As long as the dance goes on, liquid
water exists. As temperatures begin to decrease, the pace of the dance decreases
until, at 4 degrees Celsius, everyone gets
a last chance to pick a bonding site. Because many of the molecules that would
normally be in the middle of the group now
move to outer positions to find a bonding
partner, the volume or space occupied by
the dancers increases. We say that as
water's temperature drops near 4 degrees
Celsius, expansion takes place. As water
expands, bottles or even large rocks can
be broken. The power of expanding water has been used by humans down through
history. As a result of further cooling, the
dance stops, as every molecule has a position. We call this state ice. Because ice is
less dense than an equal volume of water,
it floats - all because of hydrogen bonds.
Some people have said that hydrogen

bonds (icebergs) caused the sinking of the
Titantic. Yes, water can be good, and it can
be bad!

Bound Water
How do trees stay alive in areas of the
world where winter temperatures are far
below freezing? How do trees store water?
Every arborist needs to know something
about those two questions, mainly because
many of the major cities of the world are
in areas where winters are cold. The simple
answer again is hydrogen bonds. Let me
explain.
Trees are made up mostly of cellulose.
Cellulose is made up mostly of glucose
units bonded in ways that cause the units
to twist as a rope does. Water plays an
important role here, but the details go far
beyond the scope of this article. Suffice it
to say, the removal of a water molecule
between two glucose units results in the
cellulose pattern. The twisting takes place
because the glucose units must be in a very
precise position to enable the water
molecule's removal. My only point here
is that water does play a major role in the
formation of cellulose. The free water becomes available then to the tree.
Cellulose has many oxygen and hydrogen units as part of its makeup. In a
sense, the oxygen-hydrogen units "stick

.-

We have assembled a group of experts to
present a series of talks and guided tours as
you travel around Australia. The program has
been researched and developed to include
Australia's most beautiful attractions as you
travel this amazing continent.

Attractions include:
• The Valley of the Giants
• The Great Barrier Reef
• Kakadu National Park
(Crocodile Dundee territory)
• The Blue Mountains
(Australia's Grand Canyon)
• Gippsland
(Home of the world's tallest tree,
Eucalyptus Regans)

F1

When it Comes to Scrap Wood,
We have an Open Door Policy.
----

And Lots More!
Express your interest by contacting Tour
Director Robert Clark via e-mail:
info @acas.edu.au
For more info: www.acas.edu.au
Phone: 612 96797920
Fax: 612 96797940
Customized group tours available by
arrangement
Consult your accountant—this program may
be tax deductible!

Please circle 8 on Reader Service Card
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I Y911 I>Cl1iI)i It. Cummins Allison auto. 16' dump
\ ss!-ion Flier Crane.
$34,500
.

u)'r4 \\ uiiii

k

\I

2 U8

Diesel, Allison auto, dump A/4-ton
1\1 (
.t ii S23,900

..\

19 97 I urd
5. 9 ( lIflhlIjIll', Dl. 7 'p.
I (VW. 68k miles. 16' alum. bed. 4-ton
Nat ' l Knuckle boom. 33' side reach, radio
.mote controls (Crane could be front
mounted)
$39,500

(2) 1998 Ford F800 Cummins 5.9. 230 hp. ôsp. air brakes. 18-foot bed wI
14-ton R02563 & jib. 97' hook height. 15.0(X) & 22.0(5) miles. Tsso of the
cleanest boom trucks we have had. $54,500

1994 WhiteJGMC WG64. 330 hp.
9 sp. 18', 44 rear. 12.5-ton Nat ' l
Crane, 64' hook height.
$59,500

20+ BOOM TRUCKS IN STOCK.
WE BUY 1 OR SO EVERY WEEK. IF YOU ARE LOOKING

FOR SOMETHING SPECIAL, CALL US.
WE MAY BE ABLE
TO FIND IT FOR YOU!

Foretrv t'nits—,Jii't In'

1990 Ford F(X). \i. 0 speed. 6.220
n6na1 miles with 65-toot HiRanger
double bucket. Looks & runs like
new!
$ 56.500

1991 Int'l 4500. 4 4. all -wheel
drive DT466, 6 sp. 2 1 k miles w/
Altec 50' dhl hckt AA600 $39,500

r [f

VIOL

1993 Ford LN I l000. i'. C umriiins
p, 100,000 miles with 17-ton R.O.

1996 Int'l 471W0 1444 diesel 7sp ''
111-Ion Nat'I crane. 95' hook height

crane. 128' hook height. $76,500

22k miles. Nice Conjlirin.$59.500

I)

1993 Int'l 4900 -DTA466 diesel lOsp, 87,000 miles
with 51-foot Liftall with chip dump. Very clean
$499500
municipal truck.
(2) 1991 Fords. F800 7.8 dsl, 5spl2sp with Altec
L650 w/chip dump. 62k & 64k miles
$42,500
$42 9500
1990 Ford (same as above), 55k miles

JI

)Y

1

s sp. 15.000 miles ss oh 22-ion JLG

rane. 95' hook height.

$89,500

Ra to St uitip I • ilijilers
Full Line Available
-

A

Pi

AN
~P
~m
(10) HI \B. PsI IOU.

1190 Rasi II I
ii
('() hours. LsL. Loud.

\1

I L'S

S79,5110

ll-

Nat ' l.
etc Knucklehoutris \lounted
or I. ninounted.
54.500

Morbark Chippers
Full line Available

IL

I-tort hucket. 2-.'
feet: (10) 30 - 50 foot buckets
I

dI)

Call for Price list

•rr.
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out" from the glucose
now cellulose - molecule.
Because each oxygen has a
weak negative charge, the
.
site could he a potential
bonding site for a positive
charge from a hydrogen
.•
:
atom that is part of water.
The story continues with
the same theme. As liquid
"
water comes in contact with
cellulose, some of the positive sites on the water *
molecule bond with the
negative sites on the oxygen atoms that are part of .
the cellulose. A hydrogen
4
bond again. As more liquid
.Pt
water comes into the same
I
area, the water begins to
bond with other water molecules as it normally does.
Water in its solid form (ice) is a major
Remember: Cellulose - escause of fraga fr"ti irc
pecially cellulose in the
middle layer of the second
wall of fibers - is made up
of many "ropes" of cellulose with some
spaces in between. The water molecules
with their hydrogen bonds soon start filling all the empty spaces. As the
molecules of water squeeze into every
available space, spaces soon become
saturated. This point is called the fiber
saturation point of wood, which is the
point where all available spaces are taken
by water.
This is usually the normal healthy condition of trees. When this condition exists,
pathogens usually are not able to invade.
So, water plays a major role as a preventative against many pathogens.
When water is bonded to the cellulose,
the water is called bound water. Because
it is bonded to the cellulose, it does not
freeze as liquid water does. Remember,
the bonding power of the hydrogen bond
is very weak. It takes little to pull it apart.
The hound water not only prevents freezing and acts to prevent pathogens from
invading; the bound water also is a
to glucose. Water plays a role here also,
unique way for trees to store water.
because to go from insoluble starch to
glucose, a molecule of water must be
chemically inserted back into each starch
Trees store water as bound water and
unit. As this process goes on, the glucose
energy in starch and oils. When the flush
dissolves back into the free water. The
for new growth starts, some of the stored
glucose in the free water brings on a pull
starch in living parenchyma cells in
force that easily dislodges more stored
bound water. In fact, this process trigwood and behind buds is converted back

O'n

0()

From flush to free water
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Figure 3: A two-dimensional diagrammatic view shows the negative (green)
and positive (red) charges on the water
molecule. The negatively charged sites
are farther apart than the positively
charged sites.

Figure 4:

B

The diagrams of two water
molecules show that the two
negative and the two positive
sites do not align for bonding.
One water molecule can
bond with another water molecule when opposite charges
are in direct alignment.
It is possible to have four
water molecules bond with one
other water molecule when all
oppositely charged sites are in
direct alignment. When such
bonding arrangements bring
like charges too close together,
the molecules move apart, but
only to bond again at different
sites. This repositioning of molecules is responsible for water
as a liquid.

gers the entire process of liquid transport
in trees. It starts the pumps. But, that's
another story about water.
Dr. Alex L. Shigo is the owner of Shigo &
Trees, Associates in Durham, N.H. Special
thanks to Dr. Charles Owens, professor of
chemistry, for review of this paper and conTCI
tinlung advice on c/ieini.strv.
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of the industry. .

Call today
for your subscription
800-733-2622 / 603-314-5380
www.natlarb.com
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Managing Debt
By Mary McVicker

ebt is a chameleon. It can be
useful to a business or cripple
its operations. Unhappily, forecasting the outcome can be problematic.

D

Good vs. bad debt
Debt management involves making
some distinctions, particularly between
"good" debt and "bad" debt. The distinctions aren't always clear - debt doesn't
come with handy identifying labels.
Traditionalists might argue that all
debt is bad, but that's too simplistic to
be useful. Granted, cash is usually pref erable to debt, but even that doesn't
apply in all situations. Debt can help a
business attain a useful goal, and it
should add to the profitability of the
business when used correctly.
For instance, when debt is incurred to
buy equipment, that equipment is expected to contribute to the profitability
of the business. It may expand the capabilities of the business or replace old
equipment with something better. In either case, debt is obviously being used
to enhance or support business operations, putting the business in a better
position to generate profits.
Less obvious is the situation where
debt is incurred to get the business
through a tight spot. In that situation debt
is being used for normal operating expenses. While this is sometimes
necessary, it isn't the most desirable use
of debt. The debt isn't working for the
business or contributing to future prof its; it's being used simply to maintain
current operation. This doesn't mean
that a business should never borrow
money to meet its operating expenses.
There are times when "simply" maintaining is an achievement in itself. However,
a business that borrows regularly in or18

der to meet operating expenses is not
using debt effectively.
Clearly, then, in matters of using debt
(as in murder mysteries), motive is an
important factor. As an owner, you need
to ask two critical questions:
I.Why is the business incurring this
debt?
2. What will the debt enable the business to do?

Using debt effectively
Like verb tenses, debt comes in various categories of time frames, most
notably "present" and "future." Debt incurred in the past is either paid off or has
continued, and is now "present" debt.
Past debt, even when paid off, can have
a considerable impact on the present.
Past debt has an unfortunate tendency to
hang around too long, much like unwelcome guests. Let's consider decisions
about incurring debt, then look at dealing with existing debt.
Debt can be thought of as a secondline resource for a business. A business
that has a low ratio of debt has room to
borrow. This borrowing capacity, or leverage, gives the business important
flexibility in meeting its cash needs as
well as taking advantage of opportunities. What are some of the uses of debt?
• Debt can finance the purchase of a
productive asset that will contribute to a
positive cash flow. Benefits can be both
direct and indirect.
• Debt can facilitate growth in the
business. This is one of the most common uses of debt.
• Debt can solve a cash flow problem.
As was discussed earlier, this use needs
to be undertaken carefully. Unless a business is extremely seasonal, businesses
should avoid relying on debt to carry
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 2001

them through a cash flow pinch on a
regular basis. However, debt is useful for
providing a cushion for tight situations.
A business that has borrowed as much
as it can support is much more vulnerable to a negative change in cash flow
than a business with room to borrow. The
real usefulness of debt in this situation
is its potential - the unused room to borrow. It's this potential that affects a
business' vulnerability to problems.
• Debt can enable a business to
achieve a profitable sales volume. Consider, for example, a business that's
using all of its resources to break even.
That business doesn't have the capacity
to be profitable. Some borrowing, judiciously applied, might enable that
business to generate enough of an increase in sales to result in a net profit.

Interest considerations
As a general rule, the benefit received
from debt should be greater than the interest (and other costs) paid for the debt.
That's one of those maxims that's easy
to agree with but difficult to apply.
Estimating the "value" of benefits can
be difficult, and you can make the analysis very complex. In most situations the
most critical questions to address are
whether the borrowing makes financial
sense and the utility of results from incurring the debt.

Managing existing debt
Readers at this point might be thinking,
"This all sounds wonderful, and I can see
some potential for my business. But what
about the debt I already have? How do I
deal with the existing debt structure?"
Thinking about exciting future possibilities that managed debt can open up

is far more interesting than trying to figure out if there's anything to be done
with the existing debt structure. Those
considerations tend to become dreary
immediately. However, prospects may
be less grim than seems apparent. Obviously there are choice limitations with
respect to existing debt. There may be
several possibilities that will make existing debt more manageable.
The first step is often the most unpleasant. Look carefully at whether the
proportion of debt is high in relation to
equity. If so, the business needs to focus
on reducing its reliance on debt. Too
many businesses are undercapitalized,
which means they rely too heavily on
debt. Next, it's necessary to analyze the
debt, looking at each one. Questions to
consider include:
What was this debt incurred for!
Does it serve a useful purpose to the husities s 1
Is it contributing to revenue or has
the debt outlived its usefulness?
What's the cost of this debt? How
does this compare with the cost of other
debt the business is carrying?

Do I consider this lender a resource
of the business? Many businesses borrow
from suppliers, carrying balances. Those
suppliers are not only lenders, they are
resources. Banks and financial institutions may also be considered as resources
if the business has a good relationship
with the institution or anticipates utilizing their lending services again. In
contrast, it finance company that has
high-cost loans is not a lender the business is likely to want to use again and
isn't a good resource For the business.
The next step is to decide which debts
the business should focus on. This doesn't
mean paying off some debts at the expense
of not keeping current on other payments.
But many businesses are in it position to
pay a little extra on one or two payments,
which can make a difference in the course
of a year. This is particularly true when the
business needs to build some flexibility
into its debt structure.
Reduce the most costly debts first.
Next, get rid of the debt baggage - old
debts that no longer have any utility.
(Not only is this it good move financially,
but it can give a significant psychologi-

cal boost as well!)
Consider refinancing for lower inter est rates or more favorable payment
terms. You might want to seek professional advice; debt structure can be
complicated, and the options offered by
many banks can be bewildering.

Take control of your debt
Making distinctions underlies debt
management. Some distinctions are conveniently
obvious. An interest rate of
10.5 percent can he readily distinguished
from it rate of 12 percent, for instance.
Distinguishing between "good" debt and
"had" debt isn't always so easy. however. There's another critical distinction
in management, one that involves intent.
Either management manages debt, or
debt manages the business. Who, or
what, is in charge of your business?
Mary M(Vl(ker was ( tax attorney be fore Ieavini.,' to teach and write. She has
been a Sln(I//-bUSiflesS consultant and
freelaFl( e i'flt('r in BrOOkfU'I(/, I/i., for //lOI(
than /6 years.
IC

TrVekrne• Full Financing/LeasingAvailaMe • Large Selection of New & Used
Loaders with Grapples e Over 100 Used Trucks • Custom-Built Tree Service Bodies
rf

888-384-8418
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Many Used Trucks
that can be converted
to your Tree Service
Specifications
—Call for Details—
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Stock #62336

Stock 11023341
200() Stcrliii
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2(1(X) Sterling 1T95I3 w/Preniiee I2(X' !oadei

USED LOCT TRUCKS
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Stock #2543
'94 Ford F7(X) wI Nokka 1955 loader

—
Stock #2683
'76 Ford 119tXX) w/IM1' I

Delivery Anywhere in the USA
- -

1

I crane

I

Stock # 2642 '97 Ford L1'1.S9(XX) w/'98
Prentice 120e Loader
Stock #2646
94 Iktcrhilt 157 w/Prcnttcv
F90T Loader
Stock # 2596—'95 Ford LTI,S9(XK) w/'97
I too(] 7WO Loader
Stock # 2691—'93 Peterbilt w/'93 Prentice
F`90 1,oadel
Stock # 2362—'9)( Ford 1X9522 w/'96
Prentice F9() Loader
Stock

# 2637 - '92 Int'l w/F901' Prentice

I
I

I
I
I

www.vhtrucks.com
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

The new TM-270 Series tree trimmer by
MTI Insulated Products features a 270degree upper-boom articulation and a
lower-boom articulation of up to 135 degrees. These lifts are available in working
heights from 58 feet up to approximately
65 feet. The TM-270 has a side reach of
approx- imately 50 feet and the lowerboom articulation allows for easy bucket
access from the ground. Standard features of the TM-270 Series include tool
outlets at the platform, a 24-inch-by-30inch one-man side hung platform with
mechanical dump, and one-handle platform control mounted between the boom
and bucket. For more information, contact Mobile Tool International at (303)
427-3700 or fax (303) 657-2205.

Dow AgroSciences and
Brown Manufacturing
Corp. have collaborated
to create the Brown
Brush Monitor, a specialty mower designed
to combine mowing and
herbicide treatment in a
one-pass application.
The mower's design
separates the tasks of
mowing and applying
herbicide into two
chambers. In the first
chamber, the blades cut
brush stems 2 to 3
inches in diameter or
sapling trees up to 3 years old, depending on species. The mowed debris is then
removed from the mower deck through a side door, allowing the herbicide chamber to treat the cut stubble. In the enclosed treatment chamber, herbicides are
sprayed directly onto the stubble, and in a second phase, the system catches any
unabsorbed herbicide and wipes it into the stubble. This eliminates waste and minimizes the amount of product applied. Because herbicides are applied during the
mowing process, the Brown Brush Monitor provides low public visibility of chemical application. In addition, targeted herbicide applications reduce overall treatment
needs and eliminate brownout.
Please circle 191 on Reader Service Card

California recently approved registration for Tempo SC
Ultra Insecticide from Bayer Corp. A water-based, advanced-generation pyrethroid, Tempo SC Ultra provides
knockdown and control of more than 60 indoor and outdoor pests. Tempo SC Ultra contains beta-cyfluthrin
rather than cyfluthrin. In addition, Tempo SC Ultra has
a low odor and less visible residue. Tempo SC Ultra is
available in a 240-ml tip-and-pour bottle and also a 900ml bottle to allow for easy mixing. For more information,
call Sara Buck at (800) 767-5021, Ext. 1299.

Please circle 190 on Reader Service Card
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Include Software Corp. has announced its release of Minnow, a field data
and timecard collection software application designed for the green industry and hand-held personal digital assistants (PDAs). With Minnow,
work crews can enter time card and site information into PDA devices at
the work site, then transfer the collected data to the Include Asset accounting and payroll desktop software to generate complete, detailed
timecards, site service and materials details. When an estimate becomes
a sold job, Include Asset can automatically create purchase orders, materials lists, job schedules and accounts receivable invoices. Minnow can
be used with any hand-held PDA device that runs the 3Com Palm Computing operating system, version 3.0 or higher. For more information, call
(800) 475-0311, fax (301) 776-7409 or go to www.include.com .
Please circle 193 on Reader Service Card
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Perkins has extended its recently
launched 400 Series with the introduction of a 3-cylinder, 34
horsepower 25.1 kW, 403C-1 5
model. The 403C-15 has a 3.3 dB(A)
reduction in noise levels at full load,
while delivering 7 percent more
power and a productive 10 percent
higher torque. It also improves
upon fuel consumption of it predecessor and adds simple service
procedures to a huge 500-hour ser vice interval. All hook-up points are
the same as the previous 100 Series
engine, making upgrades to the
403C-1 5 simple. The 400 Series family of diesel engines is set to take
over from the seven-model 100 Series range of 0.5- to 2.2-liter,
water-cooled 2-, 3- and 4-cylinder engines, which will continue in production until
2004. The 400 Series is designed to benefit compact construction equipment, fork
lift trucks, compressors and gen sets as well as lawn and turf machines with lower
noise and cost of ownership, better power to weight, smaller package size and
greater performance. For more information, contact Perkins Engines, Inc., based
in suburban Detroit, or a dealer.
Please circle 194
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Dalloz Safety (formerly Wilson Safety) has
introduced two new communication earmuffs: the Bilsom 777 transceiver and the
799 electo FM stereo radio earmuffs. The
Bilsom 777 muff has a detachable cord
and also offers users the opportunity to
purchase specific adapters to match their
two-way radio brand. The Bilsom 777 muff
is designed for environments where twoway communication is not possible
without reducing or attenuating the noise.
It replaces the microphone and speaker
in a portable radio and has a built-in dynamic receiver and a gooseneck
noise-canceling boom microphone. Both
muffs are part of the lightweight Bilsom
700 Series. For more information, contact
Elizabeth A. Antry, director of marketing
communications, at (800) 345-4112 or at
www.cdalloz.com .
Please circle 195 on Reader Service Card
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A CUT ABOVE

Integrated wireless
Communication earmuffs for
personal s.thty, comfort and

efficiency
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New technique
increases your revenue
without decreasing your
urban forest.

IT

Customers will love
you because you saved
their trees.

Ajk

No muss, no fuss
neat and clean operation.

For the finest brush cutters,
point cut pruners, pole pruners and
replacement poles, you can't beat
P-F technology.
Pruner blades are made of tough
forged alloy tool steel,
heat-treated for
exceptionally long life.
Both blades cut for easier operation
aG to avoid unnecessary damage to bark
nd cambium
while promoting
quick healing.
Pruner poles
I ive snug-fitting.
Ioclng sleeves
that won't snag
leaves or branches.
P-F tools: a cut
above the rest.
Get our catalog.

Call 508-835.3766.

T
I
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Toll

U
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PORTER-FERGUSON
::. .

:..io cc.

Free

by Terra Care, Inc.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Spectro 90WDG
label OK'd in California
Cleary's Spectro 90WDG Turf and
Ornamental Fungicide has been accepted
for use in California.
Spectro 90WDG is a combination
product of c h I or 0th a I on ii and
thiophanate-methyl in a 4-to-I ratio. This
combination has both contact and systemic properties for control of turf and
ornamental diseases.
Labeled use sites include golf courses,
commercial lawns, sod farms, greenhouses, nurseries, interiorscapes and
landscapes. Cleary Chemical markets
products in the turf, ornamental and PCO
areas with name-brand products such as
3336, Protect, FirstStep fungicides,
KnoxOut insecticide and Nutri-Grow
fertilizers.

I
"'!71!
SAW WORKS
FANNO INTERNATIONAL
L?~I
hl*"~jg

You asked for it...
now you've got it!
FI.K1500

Fanno Saw designc
a new "Raker-styled"
fri-edge saw

•

\

• Enclosed handle for blance
and comfort.
• 13.5" cutting edge for
faster cuts
• "Raker"styled teeth design for
less binding in soft wood

:.

FIK15sB

teeth

16" Pole Saw
Blade saws limbs
• Universal blade for pole mount
and as replacement for FT K1 500 saw
• Longer 16" blade for fast cuts
• "Raker" styled tn-edge teeth
-

FANNO SAW WORKS

P.O. Box 628,Chico, CA 95927
(530) 895-1762 • fax 895-0302
or at: www.fannosaw.com
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Robert Vermeer New
Chairman of EMI
Robert L. (Bob) Vermeer, CEO and
chairman of the Board for Vermeer Manufacturing Co., in Pella, Iowa, was elected
the 2000-01 chairman of the Equipment
Manufacturers Institute (EMI) during its
107th annual convention.
Vermeer has served on the Institute's
Board of Directors
since 1995, during
which time he
served as EMI's
vice chairman, second vice chairman
Ff
and a member of the
Executive Committee.
November 1 also
marked the transition date for other EMI officers. Joining
Vermeer as newly elected EMI officers
are: Gary MacDonald, executive vice
president of MacDon Industries Ltd.,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, as vice
chairman; and David Woods, chief operation officer of Charles Machine
Works Inc., Perry, Okla., as second vice
chairman. Duane Wilder, president of JStar Industries, Fort Atkinson, Wis., was
appointed to serve a term as vice chair man
agriculture. Chuck Hoge,
president of Bobcat Co., West Fargo,
N.D., was appointed to serve a one-year
term as vice chairman construction.
EMI provides trade association services on a worldwide basis to
approximately 320 companies that
manufacture and market most of the ag
ricultural, construction, forestry,
materials handling and utility equipment
used throughout the world. EMI's core
of activities includes industry sales statistics, safety and technical programs,
parts and service, public policy issues
and the significant involvement of industry senior level executives.
'
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Pioneer Joins
The Care of Trees
The Care of Trees family of companies has announced Pioneer Tree
Experts, of Malvern, Pa., has joined the
organization. Pioneer is now Pioneer the
Care of Trees and is a sister office to the
recently opened Philadelphia regional
office called Alpine the Care of Trees.
Bill O'Toole, who was president of the
30-year-old Pioneer prior to the merger,
has remained with the company and is
now district manager.
Scott Jamieson, president of The Care
of Trees family of companies, welcomes
O'Toole and the staff of Pioneer. "I am
honored that the Pioneer team decided
to join The Care of Trees," he said.
In addition to Pioneer the Care of
Trees, subsidiaries include Hendricksen
The Care of Trees, serving greater metropolitan Chicago; Alpine The Care of
Trees, serving Connecticut, New Jersey,
greater metropolitan New York City and
Philadelphia; and The Care of Trees
serving greater metropolitan Washington, D.C., Maryland and Virginia.

Lewis Tree Service
100% employee-owned
Lewis Tree Service Inc. has announced that the Lewis Tree Service
Employee Stock Ownership Plan has
purchased the remaining 650,000 outstanding shares of the company's
common stock. The stock purchase
makes Lewis one of the largest 100 percent ESOP-owned companies in the
United States. Financing for the stock
purchase was provided by M&T Bank.
Lewis provides vegetation management services to utilities and
governments. Lewis currently has more
than 1,200 employees and operates in 12
states, mostly in the eastern United
States. Headquartered in Rochester,
N.Y., Lewis has a regional office in
Chase City, Va.
For more information, call (716) 43632()8 or go to www.lewistree.com . TCI

Confirm with client - Whoops!! Check the schedule. Call the
client to confirm everyone's expectations. It is not only embar
rassing to show up and remove the wrong tree, but it could be
potentially costly and end with litigation.
Maintain professionalism, and keep the
scope of work clear—and in writing. That
creates an environment that everyone will
benefit from.

MONL

Helpful Hints
Before leaving the yard
By: Jeffrey Lee, Branch Management, Riverside, CA (909) 276-8060
Sponsored by The Bishop Company for the advancement of our industry.

In the past in these pages, we introduced you to veteran tree guy
Big Al Fontaine and his Nii mher I man, Max Bunyan. The followi ng are a few of' Al and Max's favorite he I p lu I hints before leaving
the yard:
Address and map - In addition to "telling the crew where to go.
it is always a nice idea to put it in writing. Refer to the good old
map and include an address (complete with cross streets and
City).

1

-

• Job description (work order) - An outline
of the work to he done is pretty handy, espee i ally when the work calls for specialty
• equipment, such as rigging e(Juipnlent.
stilmi) grinders, and let's not forget that big
had chain saw with the menacing 60-inch
guide bar!

Vehicle inspection - Most states require that
wo-ton trucks be inspected daily. Keep a
I ghook in the glove box (or somewhere
Ili and make that daily entry. It's critiHo,' All unluil,
cal not only for making it to the jobsi te, but
to protect your own people and the in nocent public from your huge bone-crushing truck and chipper if a
mechanical failure should occur.

Communication equipment - Without it
oiirce of coilimunicat ion, it may he difficult
to have updated in formation, or (if something dreadful falls into our laps) an emergency response. Be sure that radios and ccllu lar phones are charged and in the truck.
Keep in mind, though, that not all geographic
areassupport such technology, and batter
"Max Bun an
ies do die. It is a good idea to establish a
"hack up." Outfit trucks with prepaid calling cards ($5 should
do it). so if there is it problem with the "communicator," there is
usually a phone booth Just around the corner.
,

f You can't
' beat this
deal...
AMES.
7ñZIIEMPER
A Gmw kah -Sa,,.

/ Ills iiiilit,' U.S. 111(1(11'
pulaski axe is offered at an unbelievably low price. No better time
to replace you worn collection of pulaski
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• Made in the U.S.A.
• 3-3/4 lb. forged axe head
• 36' select quality hickory hand lc
• (rcat for jobs requiring
digging and cutting in the dirt
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• Eat something - The internal machine will only work when you
have fuel to burn. Tree work is tough stulT and sometimes the
morning coffee doesn't go as far as you'd wish. Grab it little
something on the way in to the yard or on the way to the johsile.
• Show up prepared for work - Sometimes we arrive at work with
our mind or body at a less-than-perfect condition. Remember, we
are working to provide for our families. This work is not easy (if
it were easy, everyone would be doing it!). Consider your clients, coworkers and employer, and show up focused, healthy
and ready to go.
• Safety equipment checklist - Be sure all safety equipment is on
board and in excellent condition: Hard hats, climbing e(Iuipment,
road cones and signs, and tire chocks, etc. Keel) it simple list
available to "check oil" items to be sure they are all included and
stored in the appropriate place.

Bishop Company
.--

MEMBER

M 4?"

&i"
k ,,-

1-800-421-4833
24 hr. FAX: 562-698-2238
t ..J
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re you familiar with the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Z133.1 Standard for tree care practices and do
you follow its requirements? The "Z," as it is reverently referred
to by those in the know, has been the standard for tree care safety for 30
years.
In that time, ZI 33 has continued to evolve and improve. So, too, has
the profession's familiarity with it. I hasten to add that by no means is
the profession or the Standard at a point where either can afford to rest
on its laurels.
I need to point out that the comments in this article represent my
opinion, not the official interpretation of the ASC Z133 Committee.
Due to be published early this year, Z133 has gone through some
rather significant revisions of late. The purpose of this article is to make
you aware of the more significant changes, as well as the reasons they
were made. I will separate those reasons into three broad categories:
•The Struggle for Recognition and Acceptance
• Embracing New Techniques and Equipment
• Raising the Bar for Safety
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The Struggle...
The arborist profession continues to suffer from an identity crisis that manifests itself in many ways. The example most relevant
to this conversation is that regulatory agencies such as OSHA, insurance companies
and even contract managers fail to realize that we're a "grown-up" industry whose
leaders are well aware of the problems we face and responsible enough to
"
do something about them. instead, these groups persist in trying to make
us fit into boxes created for other groups.
The new Z 13 helps us assert our identity. Thus, for the first time,
it defines arboriculture as "the art, science, technology and business of utility, commercial and municipal tree care," and arborist
as, "an individual engaged in the profession of arboriculture."
The Standard recognizes that as professionals, we have to exercise discretion in some situations. Thus it says, "This Standard
may require situational modifications in response to personnel
emergencies and is not intended to limit the options available
to emergency responders." It also recognizes that we all must take
personal responsibility for safety when it says, "Each employee
shall comply with the appropriate federal or state occupational
safety and health standards and all rules, regulations and orders that
are applicable to his/her own actions and conduct."
By Peter Gerstenberger
As a matter of fact, the arborist profession has developed enough of
a name for itself that it is deserving of its own type of rope, henceforth referred to in Z133 as arborist climbing line. Identified by the manufacturer as
suitable for tree climbing, arborist climbing lines are half-inch diameter, made of synthetic fiber, with a minimum nominal
breaking strength of 5,400 pounds and a maximum working elongation below 7 percent.
That having been said, the revised Standard acknowledges that, "In arboricultural operations not subject to regulations
that supersede Z133.1, a line of less than one-half-inch diameter may be used, provided the employer can demonstrate it does
not create a safety hazard for the arborist." In other words, Z133 recognizes that innovation has brought us new, proven
techniques that force some of us to look outside the box.

The
Goes
Through
Changes

New techniques and equipment...
The Z133 Standard was last published seven years ago. We are not exactly a high-tech industry, where today's PC is
tomorrow's doorstop, but for us change has occurred relatively quickly since the "Z" was last brought up to date.
The revision is current with today's philosophies and mindsets. In one part it says, "Communications shall be established be-
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tween the arborists aloft and the arborists
and other workers on the ground before
cutting and dropping limbs. The command
'stand clear' from aloft, and response 'all
clear' from the ground are terms that may
he used for this purpose." The Standard
recognizes that poor communication has
been the downfall of many an arborist, and
it is giving credence to the so-called "command and response" system that has only
recently come to the forefront. The concept pops up again in the tree removal
section, where the Standard admonishes
the saw operator and the rest of the crew
to communicate.
The Standard recognizes the various
labor/equipment/life-saving gadgets introduced to the industry in the past 10
years. It begins by defining, in alphabetical order, the ascender, positive-locking
carabiner and Prusik loop. It validates the
Blake's hitch and split tail for use in
climbing.
It recognizes both the full-body har-

ness/fall-arrest lanyard and the body belt
and lanyard as suitable fall protection in
a bucket truck, choosing to emphasize
that it is less important which you
choose, but that "fall protection shall be
worn when working aloft."
The Standard introduces the concept
of being "secured," describing the arborist who is safeguarded from
unintended movement by a climbing system that is attached to the arborist and
connected to a tree or other stable support. Examples of being secured include
but are not limited to: being tied in, using a work-positioning lanyard, being on
belay, or using a Prusik loop or ascenders while ascending.
There are some significant changes in
the area of connections for climbers.
Carabiners used in securing the arborist
climbing line and/or the work-positioning lanyard to the arborist climbing
saddle shall be of the self-closing positive-locking type, with a minimum

tensile strength of 5,000 pounds. Rope
snaps used in climbing now must be the
self-closing, locking type (as opposed to
simply self-closing) with a minimum tensile strength of 5,000 pounds.
Do you know the difference between a
conventional, a Humboldt and an openface notch? Can you think of an example
of where one would be preferable over the
other two? The Standard provides a full
description, illustrations and even specifications for making the back cut: "With a
conventional notch or Humboldt notch
(between 45 and 70 degrees), the back cut
shall be I to 2 inches above the apex of
the notch to provide an adequate platform
to prevent kickback of the tree or trunk.
With an open-face notch (greater than 70
degrees), the back cut should be at the same
level as the apex of the notch."
Some of you are yawning right now,
because these cuts are as old as the crosscut saw. Still, the inclusion of all three
in most arborists' mental toolboxes is a
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relatively recent event.
Finally, there are a number of new informative annexes. Annex C lists general
safety procedures that apply to all tree
work for the control of hazardous energy.
Annex E is a green log weight chart, providing weight-per-cubic-foot values for
almost 60 species of tree. Annex F covers
the impact of OSHA and ANSI standards
upon municipal forestry departments. It
lists the states under federal OSHA entorcement, states with OSHA-approved
state plans, and states with unapproved
plans, and also highlights which states have
safety laws applicable to state and local
government employees. In addition, it lists
the states where violation of a standard is
considered negligence; states where violation of a standard is considered evidence
of negligence; and states that are undecided
on the issue.

Raising the bar for safety
The arborist profession has made great

strides in safety, but we need to press
forward diligently. In a typical year, 25
people lose their lives in this profession
while many others sustain injuries.
Through this Standard, we can communicate and encourage the best practices
and raise the bar for safety. I am sure that
the thought present in the minds of the
ASC Z133 Committee members in this
cycle of revision was no different from
that of members during previous revisions: "We have to do even better."
Many of the changes in the new Z 13
bring greater specificity to its requirements. This will help everyone,
including the folks at OSHA, to better
understand how the committee intended
the Standard to he applied.
Here are some of the new "Shall" req u ire men t s:
• Clothing and footwear appropriate
to the known job hazards shall he approved by the employer and worn by the
employee.

• Chain-saw-resistant leg protection
shall be worn while operating a chain
saw during ground operations.
• Training shall he provided in emergency response procedures appropriate
and applicable to the work to he performed.
• Line clearance shall not he performed during adverse weather
conditions such as thunderstorms, high
winds, and snow and ice storms.
• Qualified line-clearance arhorists
and qualified line-clearance arhorist
trainees performing line clearance in the
aftermath of it storm or under similar
conditions shall he trained in the special
hazards associated with this type of
work.
• Line-clearance operations shall he
suspended when storm work or emergency conditions develop involving
energized electrical conductors. Electrical system owners/operators shall he
notified immediately.

: (
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• Arborists, workers and mechanics
shall not, under any circumstances, reach
into the infeed hopper when the cutter
disc or rotary drum or feed rollers are
moving.
Arborists operating cranes should take
particular note of the brand-new section
on cranes, reproduced in full below. The
part in italics was the only requirement
conveyed in the 1994 revision of Z133:
"Riding the load line of a crane while it
is under load tension shall be prohibited,
except for circumstances outlined [below].
"A qualified arborist may be hoisted
into position utilizing the crane, provided that he/she is tied in with an
arborist climbing line and arborist
saddle meeting the requirements of this
Standard and secured to a designated
anchor point on the boom or line. The
following procedures shall be followed
when an arborist is to be lifted by a crane:
"The person specifically responsible
for the work shall only authorize the use
of a crane when he/she has determined
that it is the safest and most practical way
to perform the work or gain access to the
tree. Such authorization should be made
in writing and be retained at the job site.
"The crane operator shall be familiar
with the potential hazards and operational
techniques encountered in tree work.

hinge
wood
direction of fall
II
II

back cut

--4-:
II

Figure 1- A conventional notch is a directional felling cut into the side of a tree facing
the intended direction of fall. It consists of a horizontal face cut and an angle cut above
it, creating a notch of roughly 45 degrees.

"The arborist climbing line shall be secured to the crane in such a way that it does
not interfere with the function of any damage-prevention or warning device on the
crane, and so that no part of the crane compromises the climbing line or any other
component of the climbing system.
"The crane operator and the person
responsible for the work to be performed
shall meet prior to the work to review
procedures to be followed. If the work
involves a signal person and/or arborist
being lifted in addition to the person responsible for the work, they shall
participate in the review.
"Communication between the crane
operator and the arborist being lifted
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shall be maintained either directly or
through the appointed signal person.
"The crane shall be supported on a firm
surface and maintained in a level position.
The crane operator shall use blocking or
other means if necessary so that the support medium does not exceed its
load-bearing capabilities. When provided,
outriggers shall be extended and properly
set. Lifting of arborists shall not be permitted when the crane is supported solely
on its tires.
"The crane operator shall test the adequacy of footing prior to any lifting. A
green log weight chart should be available to the crew.
"The lifting and supporting shall be
made under controlled conditions and
under the direction of the arborist or an
appointed signal person.
"The crane operator shall remain at the
controls when the arborist is attached to
the crane.
"The crane boom and load line shall
be moved in a slow, controlled, cautious
manner with no sudden movements when
the arborist is attached. The lifting or
lowering speed shall not exceed 100 feet
per minute. The crane shall be operated
SO that lowering is power-controlled.
"The crane carrier shall not travel at
any time while the arborist is attached.
"The arborist shall be detached from the
crane any time it is under load tension.
EXCEPTION: The person specifically responsible for the work shall only allow the
arborist to remain attached to the crane
while it is under load when it is determined
that all reasonably possible alternative
methods are inaccessible and attachment

to the subject tree would create a greater
safety risk due to its hazardous condition.
Possible alternative methods include, but
are not limited to:
• securing to the tree and detaching
from the crane before it comes under load;
• use of a second crane;
• use of an aerial lift device;
• use of an adjacent tree."
Another recurring theme in the new
Z133 is the replacement of "Should" requirements with "Shall, with exceptions"
requirements, such as in the statement
immediately above. This removes all
vagueness when you apply the requirement. Here are a few more examples:
• Chain saws weighing more than 15
pounds (6.8 kilograms service weight)
shall be supported by a separate line or
tool lanyard when used in trees, except
when work is performed in an aerial device. EXCEPTION: This requirement
does not apply during topping and removal operations where no supporting
limb will be available.
• Chain saws shall he held with the
thumbs and fingers of both hands encircling the handles during operation.
EXCEPTION: The employer demonstrates
that a greater hazard is posed by keeping
both hands on the chain saw in that particular situation. This exception should not
apply to lightweight chain saws (under 15
Pounds) when used in a tree.
• Arborists shall use a second point of
attachment (work-positioning lanyard or
double-crotched rope) when operating
chain saws in a tree, unless the employer
demonstrates that a greater hazard is
posed by using a second point of attachment while operating chain saws in that
particular situation.
• Equipment used to secure an arhorist
in the tree or from the bucket shall not
be used for anything other than its intended purpose. EXCEPTION: The
arborist climbing line may he used to
raise and lower tools."
• Arborists shall he tied-in or secured
while ascending the tree and remain tiedin or secured until the work is completed
and they have returned to the ground.
• EXCEPTIONS: While ascending a
ladder to gain access to a tree, however,
arhorists shall not work from or leave the

ladder until they are
tied-in or secured.
• While ascending
a tree where the dendirection of fall
sity of branches
growing from the
bad
stem prevents the arborist from crotching
the arborist climbing
line or work-positioning lanyard through
the branches, then and
Figure 2 - A Humboldt notch is a directional felling cut into
only then, is the threethe side of a tree facing the intended direction of fall. It conpoint climbing
sists of a horizontal face cut and an angled cut below it,
technique acceptable.
creating a notch roughly 45 degrees. A Humboldt cut is usually reserved for larger trees on steep slopes.
• When a pull line
is being used, workers not involved in
arboriculture are electrocutions, falls and
removing a tree or trunk shall he clear
struck-by's. Recognizing that our woes
by a minimum of one tree length, unless
come primarily from these accident catit is necessary to have a team of employ egories and a few others, the Standard's
ees involved in the removal operation.
writers beefed up the corresponding sec• Workers not directly involved in
tions of' the Standard. But first,
manual land-clearing operations shall he
recognizing that accidents of' all kinds
at least two tree lengths away from the
are caused when there is a lack of awaretree or trunk being dropped. EXCEPness of hazards at the work site, the
TION: The presence of' site restrictions,
committee
has included job briefing lansuch as waterways or cliffs. Other arguage in Z133.
horists and workers shall be beyond the
The Standard defines a job briefing as
trees' striking range and as close to twice
"the communication of, at a minimum, the
the height as practicable.
hazards associated with the job, work proStatistically, the big three killers in
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cedures involved, special precautions,
electrical hazards, job assignments and
personal protective equipment. It shall he
performed by the qualified arborist in
charge before the start of each job. The
briefing shall be communicated to all affected workers." If you are working alone,
you need not conduct a job briefing. The
committee wouldn't want your clientele to
think you are hearing voices.
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Here is synopsis of the new language
or limitations of the work area.
to help arborists avoid the "big three"
• Workers shall be positioned and
hazards:
their duties organized so the actions of
• Electrical shock may occur during a
one worker will not create a hazard for
ground fault simply by standing near the
any other worker.
grounding object with ones feet apart.
• Workers returning to the work area shall
With step potential, a person could be at
not enter until the chain saw operator has
acknowledged that it is safe to do so.
risk of injury during an electrical fault
simply by standing near the grounding
• Crew leaders shall determine if one
point or points.
or more employees are necessary for tree
• Manual pole pruners, pole saws, and
removal operations."
other similar tools with poles made of
• Clear obstructions at the base of the
metal or other conductive material shall
tree or trunk and along the escape path.
not be used in line-clearance operations
The chain saw operator shall use this
or in other operations where electrical
path for egress once the cut has been
completed.
hazards exist. Tools shall be equipped
with wooden or nonmetallic poles and
• Once the back cut has been comthe actuating cord shall be made of nonpleted, the chain saw operator shall
conducting material.
• A visual hazard assessment including the
root collar shall be performed
prior
to
hinge
climbing, entering or
wood
110. direction of fall
performing any work in
the tree.
back cut
• It ascenders are
II
II
used, the arborist must
be tied-in to the ascender with an arborist
Figure 3 - An open-face notch is a directional felling cut
climbing line, climbing
into the side of the tree facing the intended direction of
hitch, and arborist
fall. It consists of two cuts creating a notch greater than
70 degrees.
saddle.
• Arborists shall have
a minimum of two means of being secured
immediately move a safe distance away
available while working aloft, for example,
from the tree or trunk on the planned
an arborist climbing line or a work-posiescape route.
tioning lanyard.
What I have covered is by no means
every last change in the new Z133 Stan• When it is necessary to shorten or redard. I urge you to obtain a copy of' the
move branches before dropping the tree,
the arborist shall attempt to determine if
new Standard when it comes out, put it
the tree can withstand the strain of the low to good use in your operation, and let
ering procedures. If not, other means of
your ASC Z133 Committee members
removing the tree should be considered.
know how they can enhance the next revision of the "7."
• Before beginning any tree-removal
operation, the chain saw operator and/or
crew leader shall carefully consider loose
Peter Gerstenherger is vice president of
limbs, chunks, or other overhead matebusiness management, safrtv and education
rial and size and terrain characteristics
.tor the National Arhorist Association. TCI

The ANSI Z133 Standard is available through the National Arborist
Association (1-800-733-2622; www.natlarb.com ) and the International
Society of Arboriculture (1-888-ISA - TREE; www. isa-arbor.com ) The
ISA is the Secretariat for Z133.
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LAND CLEARING AND 4
FULL TREE REMOVALS
CRUMBLE UNDER THE POWER OF
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'Powerful feed system limits trimming
'18" diameter capacity with up to 275HP
' Powerful loader for feeding whole trees
9270 swivel discharge
Towable unit compact enough to work from the street
' Towable unit available with or without loader and cab
-Self-propelled unit is the machine of choice for land clearers
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That

Deciding when to buy your first bucket truck is a huge
decision. To decide you must ask yourself:
• is there a market for the truck in your location?
• can you afford the payments on the loan?
• is buying a bucket truck part of the defined goals of
your company?
Here are some numbers to start with. Assume that
$45,000 is the minimum you would spend on a good used
bucket truck; $60,000 is the amount you would spend on
a later model used truck; and $80,000 is about the least
amount you would spend for a new one.
Two things stand out from the charts below. One is that

:.

First
Bucket
Truck

Example 1: Bank Loan. Typical customer: In business five to 20 years with good credit.

Price

$45,000
$60,000
$80,000

Down
Payment

Loan
Amount

$9,000
$12,000
$16,000

$36,000
$48,000
$64,000

Term

5 years
5 years
7
Lears

Interest*

10%
10%
10%

Monthly
Payment

$765
$1020
$1062

Example 2: Finance and leasing company simple interest loan. Typical customer: In business three to 10 years, with a fair
amount of debt on the books.

Price

$45,000
$60,000
$80,000

Down

Loan

Payment

Amount

$4,500
$6,000
$8,000

$40,500
$54,000

Term

Interest*

Monthly
Payment

4 years
4 years
6 years

12%
12%
12%

$1,066
$1,422
$1,407

L72'000

.-

Example 3: Finance and leasing company higher risk loan. Typical customer: Newer company, in business about two years
with some challenged credit.

Price

$45,000
$60,000
$80,000

J

Down
Payment

Loan
Amount

$9,000
$12,000
$16,000

$36,000
$48,000
$64,000

Term

3 years
4 years
5 years

I n t eres t*

12.75%
12.75%
12.75%

Monthly
Payment

$1,208
$1,281
$1,448

* Interest rates will vary. In Examples 1 and 2, companies with good credit should obtain lower rates front banks
and leasing companies. In Example 3, companies with very challenged credit could finds rates substantially higher.

banks offer lower interest rates but require higher deposits. A good
community bank should always be part
of finding the right source for financing. Independent leasing companies
charge higher interest rates but require
a much smaller deposit, so you don't
use up as much cash on the down payment. According to David Silverman,
vice president of the Union Bank in
Morrisville, Vt., even though banks
are a great place for companies with
established credit, leasing companies
associated with new truck dealers often have contracts a bank can't touch.
That's because a profit is built into the
retail price of the truck to help pay for
the financing.
The second important point of note
is that the monthly payments for a used
$60,000 truck and a new $80,000 truck
are about the same. The $80,000 truck,
however, has two extra years on the
note. Therefore, if you are willing to
make payments for those two extra
years, it might make sense to go with
the new truck.
With a newer truck you will have
fewer breakdowns, less labor downtime, and a warranty. Keel) in mind,
however, the difference in cost is not
$20,000. When you add the total interest costs paid over the additional
two years, the difference between the
two trucks is $32,008. Business owners and managers then need to ask, is
an extra $32,008 over seven years (or
$4,571 per year) worth the reduced
hassles and lower downtime? Maybe.
Part of the decision will rest on the
mechanical condition of the used
$60,000 truck. But you also have to
consider some technological and warranty advantages a new truck gives
you. Bill LaSalle at CUES Inc., an
Amherst, N.H., company that specializes in truck equipment and aerial
devices, points out that a new truck
typically has a one-year mechanical
warranty and 10-year structural warranty. New trucks also have the latest
innovations, such as impregnated
bearings (no greasing), more maneuverable buckets, chain drives instead
of cable drives in the leveling mecha-
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40' Working
Height

440 lb.
Bucket Capacity
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Hydraulic
Outriggers
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SelfPropelled

Only 35.5" wide, EAGLE TRAX-40
in insulated and non-insulated ir
Fully proportional independent I
drives propel the EAGLE TRAX-40
through very tight spaces.

EAGLE
by AmeriQuip

A division of employee owned
Mobile Tool International

(909) 392-2033 • FAX (909) 392-2036
Products hacked by nationwide MTl Mobile Field Service

Wht reltihility le.jfly

From 20' to 50' • Insulated and Non-Insulated •
Telescopic and Articulating • Tow-Behind,
Truck-Mount • Scissors • TRAX

1 ,a800*-*824--v9776
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nism, and improved boom construction, which increases the weight rating
from 300 to 400 pounds.
LaSalle
notes
there are two types
of bucket trucks on
the market, and buyFor a list of manufacturers and dealers need to decide
which is best for
ers of new and used lifts, as well as a
their uses. A rearroster of companies offering financmounted truck,
which reaches off
ing, go to www.natlarb.com for NAA
the back axle, is
Member and Industry Web site links.
lighter, shorter and
easier to maneuver.
Call 800-733-2622 for a directory of
This truck gives the
all NAA Associate Members.
operator increased
reach over frontmounted buckets,
but its lack of a chip box means you will
need a second truck. Rear-mounted trucks
account for about 30 percent of CUES'
sales. The other type - the standard, or

—

front-mounted, bucket truck - comes with
a chip box that allows for limbing and
chipping. The downside is the reduced
reach from the front bucket location (and
the fact that the ground crew is closer to
falling limbs).
Another economic point to note is the
difficulty in comparing terms and rates.
Banks and leasing companies often have
different requirements for down payments, rates and the number of years on
the loan. For instance, one leasing company might quote you $1 ,000 per month
for four years on a truck. A second company might offer $900 per month but on
five years. How then do you figure out
which one is the better deal'? Often, leasing companies will not give you the rate
they charge readily, and trying to calculate the rate on your own is difficult.
Instead, Bill Donovan at OBL Financial
Services in Hinsdale, Ill., recommends
You determine the net value.

ilk
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BLACK-MAX 112" Climbing Rope

irelet

www.baileys-onhine.com

2
C,)

h)-strand braided
polyester construction
with nijlo;i core.

2

This 16-strand braided rope is the latest climbing line
available from Bailey's. Construction includes a flexible
Polyester cover with a low stretch Nylon core. This rope
remains firm, yet flexible and has great knot holding qualities. Try a hank and see
why it is quickly becoming our best selling climbing line. Weight .069 lbs per foot.
.Average breaking strength 7,000 lb-,. Made in the U.S.A. Mention "Source Code
TC2J" and get these great prices below.

Call for our
Source:
TC2J

2001 Master catalog!

Item No.
12BM 120
12BM 150
12BM 600

Description
1/2 Black-Max 120ft Hank
1/2' Black-Max 150ft Hank
1/2 Black-Max 600ft Reel

.........................

........................

Price
ea. $69.95
ea. $79.95
ea. $299.95

World's Largest Mail Order Woodsman Supplies Company - Selling at Discounted Prices
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The net value
The net value, Donovan explains, is one of the best tools
for deciding which type of financing a company should use,
because you figure out what your total interest payment will
be based on the different offers you get. This is not as difficult as it seems.
First, let's assume you are going to buy that $60,000 used
truck because it is in great shape. Here is what you do:
Assume Company A offers you a rate of 10.5 percent for
three years (36 months). That would leave you with pay ments of $2,347 per month.
You talk to Company B, explain the deal the first company offered, and they also offer you a 10.5 percent rate,
but for five years (60 months). The monthly payments are
now $1,502. That is an amazing $845 less per month, and
though it is for a longer period, at first glance it might seem
like a much better deal. Not necessarily so.
Here's why:

Therefore, even though your payments are a lot lower
with the 60-month deal, you are actually paying $5,628
more for the same used truck.
Here again a person has to make a tough decision. One
scenario has lower payments, protecting cash flow, but the
truck is more expensive. The other scenario has higher pay ments, forcing you to generate a lot of business to cover
that $2,347 a month, but you are going to spend a lot less
money over the life of the loan.
There are other major factors to consider when buying
that first bucket truck, and they have as much to do with
personal priorities as with financial issues. They include:
the size of your company, the people who will be running
the truck, your age and the age of your employees, the needs
of present customers, and possibly most important: the direction you want your company to go in.
Two people who know plenty about bucket trucks are

$1,502 x 60 months

=

$90,120 minus $60,000 (the price of the truck)

=

$30,120 in total interest payments

$2,347 x 36 months

=

$84,492 minus $60,000 (the price of the truck)

=

$24,492 in total interest payments

Trimming even the largest trees has never been
easier. Our new TM-270 Series offers a working
envelope that is greatly enhanced with a 270 degree
upper boom articulation and 135 degree lower boom
articulation. With approximately 50 feet of side reach,
you can get to more trees and more of each tree
in less time all without moving the truck.
Available in working heights from 58 feet up
to 65 feet, this hard-working series was designed with
the operator in mind: standard features include tool
-
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control, and one-handle platform control. With its
generous 135 degree lower boom articulation, the
TM-270 also allows easy bucket access from the ground.
The TM 270. It's tree trimming in the highest degree.
-
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MTI INSUlATED
y PRODUCTS, INC.

What reliability really means.

For product literature, call 1-800-860-5438. Ask for extension 4650.

ISO 9001 Certified.

Howard Eckel, a retired operations manager at Davey Tree
and now a consultant to the green industry, and Steven
Rarkwell, the general manager of Forestry Equipment of
Shelby, N.C.
Eckel was the operations manager during the five year
period when Davey Tree grew their sales volume from $50
million per year to $129 million. Barkwell has been in the
husiness for more than 15 years selling bucket and chip
rile k s.
According to Eckel, the key question to ask yourself is:
What business do you want to be in? If you buy a bucket
truck, are you going to be able to keep it busy all the time
or is it going to sit in your yard two or three days a week?
He explains, "You've got to run the numbers, and when you
do, you see that you've got to get billable hours on it."
For instance, a new $80,000 bucket truck financed over
seven years costs almost $11,500 per year in depreciation.
There are 2,080 billable hours per year, but figuring in bad
weather and downtime, that number is probably closer to
1,850 hours. Divide $11 ,50() by 1,850, and you find the
truck costs you $6.22 per hour, or about $50 per day, or
$250 or week. That means if your new bucket truck is sitting in your yard two days a week, it costs you $400 per
month. "Factor in the cost of' insuring, registering, repair-
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According to Eckel, the key question to ask yourself is: What
business do you want to be in? If you buy a bucket truck,
are you going to be able to keep it busy all the time or is it
going to sit in your yard two or three days a week? He explains, 'You've got to run the numbers, and when you do,
you see that you've got to get billable hours on
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UTILITY EQUIPMENT COMPANY, LLC
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trans., hydraulic brakes with a HiRanger 6H65 (118735656001) 70' working height, twoman platform, with flatbed and boxes $44,000.

/ii( . .

95-20210 2001 International 4700 diesel,
auto. trans., air brakes, with Altec AM857mh
(0396BB0492) 62' working height, single twoman platform, with a line body $92,000.

ri
95-20128 2000 Chevrolet C6500 diesel, manual
trans, hydraulic brakes, Under CDL, with an Altec
LB650 (0390AS0587), 55ft. working height, single
man platform, mounted behind the cab, with Chip
Dump body and saddle compartments. $65,000

RTW Plus **6 month limited warranty on hydraulic
unit ** Call Us For More Details!

95-4116 2000 Chevrolet C6500 diesel,
man. trans., hydraulic brakes, w/Altec AM600
(0988AR091 1) 56' working height, singleman platform, w/flatbed, cab guard. $64,000.

1=800=952=5832
205-620-3500
www.natlutility.com
In addition to completely refurbished units, we at National, also receive new
trucks every day at locations all across the country. Do you know what you
want? We can find it for you. Purchase the truck as-is, direct or let us custom
build a unit to your specifications. The Choice is Yours. Contact us today or
visit our web site at www.natlutility.com .

Se Habla Español
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ing, and maintaining the truck and the
price almost doubles to about $12 per
hour," said Eckel. That's $96 per day
or $480 per week. If that truck sits idle
two days per week, you have a whopping loss of $768 per month.
That's why if you are going to bill out
a new bucket truck for only 1,000 hours
per year, chances are you cannot afford
It, in which case, you would need to look
at used trucks - and even then, you have
to pay to keep it running. According to
Eckel, if you are a small company runfling one chip truck and chipper and you
want a bucket truck, you should sell the
chip truck, then buy a bucket truck with
a chip box.
Another cost that bucket truck pur chasers need to prepare for is
inspections. This is in addition to the
typical repairs that occur with any
work truck. According to Eckel, each
year a thorough inspection should be
done. Costs will vary, but he recommends a minimum of $1,000 should be
budgeted. Every three years, he recommends a major inspection that will cost
between $3,000 and $5,000.
Barkwell at Forestry Equipment
talks about another factor that needs
to be considered. "Typically, we see
guys that have been climbing 10 to 15
years and their bodies are just tired,"
said Barkwell. "They can't find a good
climber so they buy a bucket truck. If
they are about 45 years old and they
want something to get them to retirement, then often they buy a new truck.
If they are younger, they frequently go
for a used truck."
Another common used truck customer is one of the larger companies
in the midst of a large growth spurt.
"They look at used trucks as getting
two trucks for almost the price of one,"
said Barkwell. They end up rolling the
dice a little more, but they seem willing to take the chance.
A typical new truck purchaser tends
to be a large established company that
isn't seeing rapid growth. This company
tends to be more concerned with breakdowns and labor downtime and will want
the security a new truck offers.

Prepare to purchase
To sum things up:
• First, reconsider your company's
goals and if' a bucket truck will help it
meet those goals.
• Then, decide new or used. New
trucks tend to go to the established and
stable companies; used trucks to the
more aggressive, younger operations.
• When choosing a finance company, don't decide based on monthly
payments alone; calculate the net
value.
• Most important, according to
Eckel, if you are going to buy your
first bucket truck, you have to make
sure you don't get yourself into financuil trouble. "Buy the truck on paper."

r

-

said Eckel, "and run it through last
years numbers. Nobody ever does this
and they should." This way, you will
find out if last year's sales will pay for
the truck. If they don't, then you have
to give serious consideration as to
whether you can afford the truck.
At the very least, you need to find
improved revenue sources for it. If the

cost of the truck does work on last
year's numbers, then you are well on
you way to increased efficiency in
your tree care operation.
Michael Roe/ic is a cert ifi e d arborist
and owner of Stowe Tree and Landscape Service in Stowe, Vt.
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Designed by a real tree climber. And priced to move. 888 578 TREE.
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George Washington Vanderbilt's
Biltmore House, the largest private
residence in America.

The Stewardship
of Trees
By Joe Zentner

et us begin in the middle of things, with two men alone
on a tract of damaged land in western North CaroJJlina. The year is 1892. One man is young and healthy; he
is a forester, hired to work on the land. The second man, also
young, is enormously rich. Together, they inspect the damaged
land; then they look up at a house that is being built. It is an astonishing structure - only a rich person could build it.
The rest of this story occurs within the set of circumstances just
described. Two friends: one a forester, the other, a wealthy young
man, inspecting first a large tract of land, then an astonishing limestone palace. The first young man is Gifford Pinchot, the first
American to be trained professionally as a forester. The fellow
with him is George Washington Vanderbilt. As an old man, Pinchot
wrote a description of Vanderbilt as he was when the building of
the mansion, called Biltmore, was progressing: "George was a
lover of art and of the outdoors, a slim, simple and rather shy young
man ... Biltmore was his heart's delight."
Vanderbilt first came to Asheville, N.C., in 1887. A scholar
who spoke eight languages, he chose architect Richard Morris Hunt
to construct for him "the greatest castle in America."
Already famous as the first American to graduate from the Ecole
de Beaux Arts in Paris, Hunt gave Vanderbilt, after enormous time
and expense, the grand chateau he wanted. Built in the French
Renaissance style of the mid- 16 1h century, Biltmore was patterned
after castles in France's Loire valley. Surrounding the castle was
the Biltmore Estate, which covered more than 7,000 acres of land
on both sides of the French Broad River. Prior to its acquisition
by Vanderbilt, the land had been mostly woods, used for sawlogs,
fuel wood and fencing. Much of the land was in deplorable condition.
In 1889, Gifford Pinchot, age 24, graduated from Yale University. After graduating, he sought advice about getting a forestry
education from Bernhard Fernow, a forester of German extraction, who had been appointed chief of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's Division of Forestry three years previously.
Fernow advised the young man to further his education in Europe, since no American university at the time offered a forestry
curriculum of technical caliber. Pinchot left for Europe in October 1889. There he met the renowned German forester Sir Dietrich
40

Brandis who, until 1883, had been inspector general of the Imperial Forest Service of India. At his suggestion, Pinchot enrolled in
the National School of Forests in Nancy, France.
The school was a logical choice, since Pinchot was of French
ancestry and could speak the language. After a period of study at
Nancy, Pinchot made a tour with Brandis through the forests of
Germany and Switzerland. After returning to America, Pinchot
received an offer from Fernow to become his assistant in the U.S.
Division of Forestry at an annual salary of $1,600. Pinchot declined the offer and chose instead to supervise the development
of 5,000 acres of land as an experimental demonstration of practical forest management on Vanderbilt's estate near Asheville.
The first experiment of its kind in America, it had been suggested by Frederick Olmsted, the distinguished landscape architect
Vanderbilt had hired to develop Biltmore into "the finest country
estate in America." Weakened by old age, Olmsted saw in the
Biltmore project a chance to complete his "greatest work of art."
A social democrat who believed that land, if used harmoniously
with the urban environment, could do much to relieve social ills

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 2001
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brought about by overcrowding, Olmsted had designed some of
America's most magnificent parks, including Central Park in New
York City.
The problem facing urban planners, Olmsted believed,
was a simple one. Parks and landscapes should he designed
in pastoral settings so natural and beautiful that the eye of
the beholder would essentially he fooled. The landscaping
of the Biltmore Estate would he one of Olmsted's lasting
achievements. The estate would forever he safe from urban
: encroachment, protected by an approach road that would
help prepare visitors by exposing them to miles of carefully
laid-out pastoral scenes. (One thing Pinchot learned early
4 on was that in America, an effective forester must not blame
Farmers who unintentionally damage their land - or very
rich young men who want to build elaborate palaces. He
may have learned some part of this lesson from Olmsted.)
An admirer of Olnisted's ideas, Pinchot quickly accepted
Vanderbilt's offer. The salary was $2,500, plus travel expenses; in addition, the French-trained forester was provided
a home and a horse. Pinchot arrived at Biltmore on Groundhog Day in 1892 and began his work with gusto. Following
a thorough study of the large wooded estate, he set out to
prove that scientific management of a forest could produce
both a financial profit and a sustained yield of trees.
One of his most difficult tasks was to convince the resident lumberman of the need to save those young trees that
would furnish the next crop. On Pinchot' s orders,
Vanderbilt's forestland, contrary to prevailing practices at
that time, was not stripped. Only trees marked by Pinchot
were felled, and they were dropped in the direction that
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were saved at regularly spaced intervals to provide seed
for future crops.
At the end of his first year of managing the 13 i It more
forestry tract, Pinchot satisfied himself that the project was
paying. According to his accoui nil ng,
the total expenditures were $10, 10-3.6-3.
The income was only $4,6166.19, but
the value of the cut wood on hand (most
of which was used on the estate) was
$6,708, showing it "Balance in our ía'or of $1 ,220.56.
After two years as Vanderbilt's for ester, Pinchot "began to chafe at
carrying the growing routine alone." In
1893, under an arrangement with
Vanderbilt that permitted him to eligage
in outside consulting work, Pi nchot
The Joyce Kilmer Memorial Forest, located west of
opened an office in New York City.
the Cradle of Forestry, is an impressive remnant of
Having persuaded Vanderbilt of the
Americas virgin wilderness.
need to employ a permanent resident
forester, Pinchot sought the advice of
his former mentor, Sir Dietrich Brandis.
As Pinchot himself was the sole American with technical forestry training, it
-
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was necessary to look elsewhere for a suitable replacement. Sir Dietrich
recommended Carl Alvin Schenck, to
whom Vanderbilt offered the job in 1895.
Born in 1868 in Darmstadt, Germany,
Schenck studied at German universities
from 1886 to 1890; he then entered the
German State forestry service. Schenck

received a Doctorate of Philosophy degree from the University of Giessen in
1894. His salary at Biltmore was to be
$2,500; additionally, he was provided
with a house and two saddle horses.
In The Biltmore Story, edited by Ovid
Butler, Schenck tells of his successes and
failures in attempting to practice profitable forestry in North
Carolina. As a Ph.D., an
- . Army officer on reserve
duty and a European of
considerable energy,
Schenck was perhaps
fated to make mistakes in
dealing with local moun- taineers and others who
stood between him and
the prompt attainment of
his goals. Nonetheless,
both Pinchot and
Some original structures remain, others have been re-creSchenck made great conated, including a commissary, blacksmith shop and
tributions in introducing
student living quarters. Knowledgeable living history inscientific forestry to
terpreters weave baskets, tend a vegetable garden and
boil loggers' shirts.
America.

L Liu'L

School
Seemingly by chance, an event occurred
in 1895 that was to have interesting consequences. Twenty miles from Biltmore
was another estate where a young college
graduate named Overton Price resided. He,
too, wanted to be a forester, but since there
were no American schools of forestry,
Price asked Schenck for permission to
work for him as an unpaid apprentice.
Schenck agreed; he then later accepted
a second apprentice named E.M. Griffith.
Later, Price became second in command
of the U.S. Forest Service; Griffith became
state forester of Wisconsin. Schenck established a formal school in 1898; that year,
a catalog was issued. Heretofore, instruction on an informal basis had been given
the young men who assisted him in managing Biltmore Forest. But with an increase
in the number of applicants for training,
Schenck arranged the combined work and
instruction in an organized curriculum. The
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Biltmore Forestry School was born.
It offered a one-year curriculum.
Classroom courses in theoretical forestry
subjects were supplemented by field instruction. The degree awarded was
Bachelor of Forestry. A stern taskmaster, Schenck lectured his students in a
rough-sawn classroom in the morning
and trained them in the field all afternoon. Students learned to protect and

There's no need to find yourself up in
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and the best value. Simply choose
between either of our two fiberglass
poles. Both are lightweight, meet OSHA
safety standards and, with the addition
of Kevlar, their unequaled strength to
weight ratio is even better than before.
We offer a complete line of pruning
and sawing heads, and
adapters too. In short,
Jameson not only
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over head, it
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preserve, as well as to harvest. They
cut timber, planted seedlings and nur tured overcut, eroded lands. After
sundown, students returned, exhausted, to scattered cabins and
farmhouses.
Schenck's students were, in effect,
apprentice-foresters who performed
such technical chores as surveying,
making growth studies and laying out
roads, and in general preparing themselves through practical experience
for employment by the forest products
industry. During its existence, the
Biltmore Forestry School gave instruction to about 350 students.
Among its instructors were Homer D.
House, a botanist; Clifton D. Howe,
later dean of the Faculty of Forestry
at the University of Toronto; and numerous short-term visiting scientists
who lectured on forest entomology,
Some of the sights along the Biltmore Camgeology, forest pathology, wood utipus guided trail.
lization and other subjects adjunctive
to forestry.
Schenck left Biltmore in 1909 and
fighting techniques. Another display
went on active duty with the German
sports a giant tree model that one can
army during World War I. The school
climb under, into, and up to learn how
continued in existence four years longer
various plants and animals use roots,
without a fixed headquarters until it
limbs and holes in trunks to survive.
ceased operations in 1913.
Footpaths
throughout the campus lead
On July 11, 1968, President Lyndon
visitors to a vintage sawmill, steam logJohnson approved an act of Congress that
ging locomotive and forestry tools.
authorized creation of the Cradle of ForSome original structures remain, includestry in America, now a National
ing
one forest ranger's house built in a
Historic Site. Located in the Pisgah Nasturdy, decorative style that was imported
tional Forest of North Carolina, 20 miles
from Germany's Black Forest. Other strucsouthwest of Asheville, the area of 6,500
tures have been re-created, including a
acres includes the site of the Biltmore
commissary, blacksmith shop and student
Forestry School, where the first techniliving quarters. Knowledgeable interpretcal instruction in forestry was offered in
ers liven up the site from spring to fall. In
America. Also commemorated by this
the den of one former ranger's dwelling,
law is the beginning of scientific forest
Vera Canster stitches quilts and aprons,
management.
while in the kitchen, Barbara Miller bakes
Today, the site features a Forest Disbiscuits in a cast-iron Dutch oven over a
covery Center complete with a film that
wood fire. Other living history interpretdescribes how the Biltmore Forestry
ers weave baskets, tend a vegetable garden
School came into existence. The exhibit
and boil plaid loggers' shirts clean.
area includes displays that trace a century of forest conservation practices. One
The Cradle oJ Forestry National Historic
involves a helicopter nose cone and
Site is located at 1002 Pisgah Highway,
cockpit where visitors sit, and, by eavesPisgah Forest, NC 28768. The Web site is
dropping on recorded two-way radio
www.cradleoffbrestry.com .
conversations, experience modern fire
TO
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Stay Out of Court: Learn From
the Experience of Others
Tree
Law

Le

Tree Law Cases in the USA is

$50 per copy plus $6 each for
shipping and handling to the US
and Canada. To order copies by
MasterCard or Visa, go to
www.lewbloch.com or mail payment to: Bloch Consulting
Group, 10916 Bells Ridge Drive,
Potomac, MD 20854.
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as a client unhappy with your
work ever hauled you into
court? Have you ever removed
a tree from a client's property only to
find it wasn't on your client's property?
These and other vagaries of life
in the world of arboriculture are the
subjects of a new book, Tree La
Cases in the (/S1'1, by Lew Bloch.
\Bloch, a consulting arborist and
landscape architect, is known
throughout the world of arboriculture as
one of the authors of the Guide /hr Plant
Appraisal, as well as a contributing writer
to IC/magazine and other publications.
Tree Law ('ases is a compilation of verdicts from jurisdictions around the
country. Bloch doesn't waste much pa-

per explaining or interpreting case law.
Instead, he offers brief descriptions of
the case and the outcome. As a result,
this book doesn't purport to render legal
opinions. Its value is in alerting arborists
to the potential liability of their work.
And since the summaries aren't written
by lawyers, they are short, clear and understandable.
The book is organized into 10 general
areas:
• Boundary & Borderline Trees
• Trespassing Cases
• Cases Involving Roots
• Real Estate Cases
• View Cases
• Municipality & Public Highway Cases
• Utility Company Cases

Purvis v Hanna (1996)
A coast live oak tree and a row of approximately 14 eucalyptus
trees grew on or near the boundary line between the two parties.
The Hannas hired an arborist to prune the trees because the
branches grew onto their property, and obtained a permit from the
City of Glendale to prune the oak tree.
However, the permit provided that only branches of 2 inches or less
could be pruned. The Purvises did not object to the initial round of
pruning, but the pruning became objectionable when the arborist allegedly began to prune the trees on the Purvis property, and when the
arborist began making "topping" cuts.
The city alleged that the Hanrias had violated the permit by prurling oak limbs larger than 2 inches. Apparently, the city and the
Hannas entered into an agreement under which the Flannas paid
restitution or a small fine for the alleged permit violation. The
Purvises filed a lawsuit against the Hannas and the arborist for
trespass and negligence.
The arborist testified that he initially pruned the trees to industry standards, but the Hannas believed the trees were not being pruned enough
and would not pay the arborist unless he pruned the trees further.
Because the arborist was a "friendly witness," the Purvises dis-

missed their lawsuit against him. The Purvises arborist determined
that the trees had been diminished in value by $22,850, and that
it would cost $ 12,300 to perform the pruning necessary to correct
the topping cuts.
The Hanna's arborist determined that the trees had previously been
topped and that the Hanna's pruning had not harmed the trees. Both
parties agreed to submit to an independent arborist who would render a binding, non-appealable decision regarding whether the trees
were damaged and the amount of damages, if any.
This independent arborist determined that the trees had been reduced
in value and damaged by the pruning operations, and that corrective
pruning was needed. She awarded the Purvises $2 1,054.
After this decision, the Hannas sued the tree contractor, alleging
that they hired them to prune the trees in a professional manner.
They further alleged that this resulted in their being liable to the
Pu rvises.
As of the publishing of California Arboriculture Law, this suit
was still pending.
Los Angeles Superior Court
Reprinted from California Arboriculture Law by Randall S. Stamen

• Easements & Rights-of-Way
• Negligence Cases
• Safety-Related Cases
Bloch starts with probably the most
contentious area of tree law boundary
and borderline trees. Raging arguments
between neighbors have provided more
than a few gray hairs for arborists, since
a rational settlement tends to take a back
seat to emotion. Too often, the arborist
is caught in the middle of the battle. (See
sidebar.)
Bloch is careful to warn readers not to
rely on the verdicts presented in his book.
Case law varies from state to state, and no
two cases are exactly alike. Nevertheless,
commercial arborists should exercise extreme caution before pruning or removing
trees near property lines, amply illustrated
in an important and sometimes humorous
chapter. As Bloch points out in his book,
"It is wise to obtain such requests in writing from the tree's owner. Arborists should
advise clients on the potential negative eftct of pruning to tree health and structural
stability."
Ofcourse, boundary trees pose one set
of challenges. What about a tree whose
roots are causing damage to a sidewalk?
A case of interest only to the municipality, you may think? Well, think again.
Owners of property have a duty
and a
legal liability
to manage damage from
roots outside of their properties. According to the court's finding in Jones r
L)eeiei sidewalk disputes may involve
public or private parties.
"An owner owes a duty to the public
entity to maintain the sidewalk in front
of his or her property. When the public
entity routinely performs major maintenance on the trees, it is the public entity's
duty to ensure the trees do not cause sidewalk defects. If the public entity did not
routinely perform such maintenance, it
is the owner's duty to ensure that the
trees do not cause sidewalk defects."
While commercial arhorists will find
cases of value in this hook, consulting
arhorists, municipal arhorists, utilities
and property managers make up the bulk
of the litigants.
Utilities, with their deep pockets, are
an obvious target for lawyers. Is the utility responsible when a child is
electrocuted while climbing a tree?
Could the tree contractor he held liable'?
Cities and towns are frequent defendants when people are injured by fulling

limbs and heaved sidewalks, or killed
when vegetation obscures a Stop sign.
Any public employee responsible for the
care and maintenance of trees should
consider this book a must-read. The
sheer variety of mishaps that people
blame on government gives one pause
over the future of our urban forest. Any
tree with the slightest hazard potential
could be slated for removal if too may
lawsuits succeed. A city can't be sued for
a tree that has been removed, although
the stump remains a liability for the more
litigious members of society.
Another fertile area for conflict is joint
property owned or managed by
homeowners associations. Some trees
may not he trimmed. Others, by co \enant, may have to he topped or removed
to preserve someone's view.
The combatants in most cases hire
consulting arhorists who battle over tree
health and replacement values. Overall,
the stories in J'e Law (ises make interesting reading for everyone involved
in caring for trees.
TCI
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By Paul Wolfe II
n order to increase efficiency and effectiveness, minimize environmental risk and maximize potential profit,
there's a bit more involved in putting a spray rig on the
road than turning the key and stepping on the
gas pedal.
Effective pesticide application relies on
three main elements. These include the proper
components of a sprayer system, calibration
of that equipment to ensure the system is functioning at peak efficiency, and correct
techniques in ensuring that the material is
correctly applied to the target. Each of these
4
has to work in perfect harmony to achieve the
14
ksired goals.
!r
'When things go wrong, entire operations
tn come to a screeching halt. On one nighttarish day several years ago, we had two units
.iil in the water in perfectly calm weather
t.1
during the height of the gypsy moth season
because each crew had lost the cap that holds
Separate hoses, tanks and pumps permit the applicator to perform a
wide variety of treatments on a single visit, thus increasing efficiency
the disc onto the spray gun. To add insult to
and profits.
injury, by the time we located the spare parts,
the wind had kicked up and the day was lost.
From humbling experiences such as this, I've worked with
others in putting together a list of necessary items to make
for a successful operation.

J

The spray truck
When putting together the truck, there are a lot of components you have to consider. For
convenience, I like my vehicles to
Anti-siphon devices, such as r
-have an automatic transmission.
this airgap system, prevent the
They are more forgiving when
chance of any chemical fiowing1.
' ..
you're driving down the road, tryback into the potable water. Filling to look at the contract to see
ing tanks from fire hydrants is __________
where you're going, read a map
a privilege that shouldn't be
'\
..
taken for granted.
and eat lunch all at the same time.
When determining the weight
rating of the truck you need, the
- gross vehicle weight is what you
really need to worry about. My
truck weighs about 8,200 pounds.
A 1,000-gallon sprayer weighs
about 3,500 pounds. A 1,000-gallon tank holds 8,000 pounds
of water. You have toolboxes, hose and hose reels, and all
the tools and materials that go with pesticide application.
Ail
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You'd better have a truck that will hold
23,000 pounds by the time all is said and
done. I have seen trucks that are undersized for the weight they're expected to
carry.
Your truck should he set up for the
way in which you want to operate. I have
always felt that a rig should he versatile
- one that will allow you to do everything that needs to be done when you're
on the property. All controls and hoses
should be on the curbside for ease of use.
In this industry, travel time and setup
time are profit killers. If we can eliminate or reduce these, we make more
profit - which is not a dirty word, by the
way.
My firm uses two rigs. The first rig
does a lot of tall tree spraying. It's set
LIP very nicely for that purpose, but it is
versatile enough to spray smaller material, and even fertilize.

The tanks
There are several basic components of
a spray unit. One is the tanks. My tall tree
unit has three compartmented tanks.
Fach tank is about 330 gallons. The entine, the pump and all the valves are
inside. I can close and lock the doors at
light.
'l'he flexibility is key. I can have three
different materials mixed up in three different tanks using the same pump. I can
have fertilizer in one lank, oil in a second tank and fresh water in a third. I
don't have to mix up 1,000 gallons of any
one material. I can mix in small doses if
I want to, which again adds to the unit's
versatility. In addition to spraying out
large quantities of a single material, our
truck is used in IPM applications because
I can mix up small amounts needed for
individual clients.
One drawback of this system is that it
is possible to forget what is in each tank.
so I've placed identification tags on each
one. At the end of the day, the applicator writes the contents of each tank on a
little toe tag. Monday morning when we
come in, we have an idea of what we
have. This is a critical step because the
applicator on the truck Monday may not
he the one who was on it Friday.

We have a 500-gallon nurse tank, two
50-gallon side tanks and one 100-gallon
tank on the other side.
This unit has clear rubber hoses attached to each tank that aid in measuring
how much material was used on a job.
This works really well for about the first
week of the season, until you actually put
something in the tank and can't read the
gauge any longer. We change them quite
frequently so we can gauge how much
material we're using. This becomes important when you have to fill out all your
paperwork at the end of the day.

Hose reels

drant, it hasn't been opened for a while.
All the rust and sediment that has accumulated comes out of the pipe. If Mrs.
Jones happens to be doing a load of laundry with her husband's white shirts at the
time (and I only know this from experience), she's going to come flying out of
the house, and it's not a pretty sight.
I've also seen operators filling up their
trucks at 8 am. on the main road going
into the city, tying tip traffic. This is not
good for our image. Pick a hydrant on a
side street, preferably in an industrial
area. The hydrants we use are just off the
beaten path. No one bothers us, and because otir trucks use them repeatedly, we
know they are going to be clean. It pays
to drive an extra mile or so when you run

Now the hose reels. Each unit has three
hose reels. I have
them stacked vertically so they take up
(
If one company has an incident,
less space. Two of
the reels are fitted
the whole industry is painted with the
with half-inch hose,
same brush! Let's work together to
which is suitable for
keep all of our noses
small- to mediumsize plants. One reel
with 100 feet of 1inch hose coupled to
out of water to get to a hydrant that is
200 feet of three-quarter-inch hose is
out of the public eye.
reserved for the largest trees.
Two-inch diameter PVC fill pipes
(Incidentally, the National Arborist Ascarry the water from the water meter to
sociation publishes the On Target" series
the tank. As an added precaution, all our
of videos that overviews spray rig compotrucks have an anti-syphoning device nents, proper calibration and application
Lill air gap so nothing can get back from
techniques. In addition to providing a lot
the tank to the water source. The trucks
of other good information, these videos
also have anti-rollover lids. If we are
explain why it is beneficial to use larger
involved in an accident and the unit is
diameter spray hose.)
on its top and the top is on the ground,
l)o you use fire hydrants to fill your
we're not going to leak. Thousands of
spray tanks! I)o you Fill at the office!
dollars can quickly he spent cleaning tip
Are you sumping out of streams and rivfrom a spill.
ers'! Regardless of how you fill, it takes
I purposely have all the hatch covers
time. My company Fills from hydrants.
pointed in the same direction. If the truck
The filling apparatus is moo nted right on
goes tinder something pretty low and the
the truck. We can fill 1,000 gallons in
hatch lid is tip for whatever reason, the
under 10 minutes with the hydrants. In
lid will he slammed down. If I had theni
this and other aspects of the operation,
the other way and went tinder something
I've tried to simplify and streamline as
low, the lids would he broken off.
much as possible.
The hatches all lock. If lids are left
If you fill your rigs From hydrants, it
unsecured, the owner is leaving himself
is a matter of public concern when you
open to all kinds of potential disasters.
Pull up to the Fire hydrant in a residenWe lock everything tip at night whenever
tial area, open it and start filling up the
the truck is unattended.
tank. Normally, when you open a hyI'RI:I: ('A RI': INI)t JSI'R\ - 1"115Rt JARY 2001
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Matching Pump and Job

considerations

Match the pump on your unit to the
Besides these major components of a
type of spraying you do. My tall tree rig
spray rig, there are many more items to
is relatively simple. There is one 60pm
consider that are important to a successful
hydraulic pump powered by a 65-horseoperation.
power engine.
Storage - It is extremely helpful to have
My IPM rig has three pumps and three
clean, secure storage areas that are large
engines. It has two 5-gpm diaphragm
enough to place all your materials beyond
pumps powered by 8-horsepower enthe public's view.
gines. The only reason I went with an
Regulated items - On every truck we
8-horsepower engine is because it has an
are regulated. There are certain things we
electric start. I thought it was much easier
have to have on the truck - obviously, you
to push that button than to make a crank
need the name of the company and the city
Pull. These little pumps will hit 35 to 40
from which you operate. If you're crossfeet with the Bean 785 gun on a half-inch
ing state lines, you have to have a
hose. The unit also has a 40-gpm diaDepartment of Transportation license
phragm pump with a 35-horsepower
number. In Maryland, we're required to
engine for larger trees.
A word on plumbing: It's
very helpful when setting up
a sprayer to have everything
at eye level so you don't have
to get off the ground except
to mix materials, and some
L
new rigs even eliminate that.
It's a safety consideration.
It's a fatigue consideration.
Clamoring onto a truck 40
- _I__.
iimes a uay to engage tue
Mounting hose reels on the curb side of the vehicle
pressure relief valves is
minimizes the applicator's exposure to traffic and prowasted effort.
vides a straight pull to the property.
Quality spray guns are a
must. I believe in having at
least one spare of each type of gun on
have our Pesticide Applicators number on
our trucks. Although they are pretty duthe side of the truck. Since we fill out of
rable, they can malfunction from time to
hydrants, we have to have a permit. In our
time. It's nice to have some spares on
case, the permit is issued by the Washinghand.
ton Suburban Sanitation Commission.
There are proper and improper ways
Also, the commission inspects our trucks
to store your guns. I've seen trucks drivonce a year to make certain we have the
ing down the road dripping chemical,
anti-siphoning device up there.
with the unsecured gun just flopping off
Depending on the compounds you use.
the side of the truck. It looks terrible and
the DOT may require placarding or marking. Certain materials we use require
creates a negative public image. Remember: We're all in the image business and
marking on the side of the truck when they
we should be concerned. If one company
contain more than 1 pound of active ingrehas an incident, the whole industry is
dient. Two materials that quickly come to
painted with the same brush! Let's work
mind are Dursban and Diazinon, though
together.
neither will be available for much longer.
We lock our spray guns down on the
Your trucks must be marked for those matruck and have a spray gun holster deterials.
vice that was built specifically for our
A word of note: Stainless steel tanks
units. The gun slips in and is secured.
and magnetic markers don't work together.
I found that out the hard way.
Another method we have found effective
Also, any gasoline container larger than
IS to place the "Lill in the bucket.
P!cie
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plication. This posting can be done either
I quart has to be marked and has to be
DOT-approved. It is advisable to carry
in the front lawn by the principal place of
shipping papers of all the pesticide mateaccess or where the material was actually
applied. I've always been of the opinion
rials you carry on your truck. The NAA
that if I'm spraying a tree in the middle of'
has samples that are available to you.
the hack yard, posting a sign at that point
We also carry MSDS sheets and sample
provides the most beneficial information.
labels for all the materials that we apply.
You never know when you're going to
How many times have you seen signs
need something. Also, we carry materials
in January notifying of' application made
in October! We make a point of picking
in containers with the manufacturer's label - we don't use service containers.
the signs lip as well, even though we are
not required to do so.
Personal protective gear - Rubber laWe have consumer information that we
tex gloves are the First item of gear we put
have to give to our clients. It includes a list
on when we get out of the truck. They don't
of precautionary statements for the chemihave to be expensive. In fact, we use throwaways that last for three or four days.
cals that we use.
We have fitted our trucks with wind
Rubber boots are essential. Leather
gauges because after each application we
soaks up materials. When we're out doing
a pesticide treatment, rubber hoots are reare technically supposed to record how
hard the wind was blowing.
quired. Ours cost less than $20 a pair and
We also clock in at what time we get to
are good for a season. Actually, the Odorour clients property and what time we left.
eaters that we have to put in them end up
costing more than the hoots, because unIf there is ever any controversy, we can
less you change those Odor-eaters
document when we arrived.
Other equipment - Every morning we
regularly, clients will smell you coming
inspect our trucks before we go out. We
long before they see you.
walk around them, kick the tires, check the
We don't have to wear a raincoat and
pants, but first thing in the spring when
lights, check the horn, check the windYou're spraying tall trees on a regular bashield wipers, check the oil - everything
sis, the extra protection is warranted.
that is required. In the evening we do the
I prefer a full-brim
hard hat. The Smokey
Rear types offer the
44An extrei'nely important document that
hack of your neck a
little more protection.
should be carried on each truck is a proTyvek suits are
cedures Imanual. At a minimum, this
good to have. [here
are certain times of
should cc)ntain safe operating procethe year that you want
dures, del rails on spill control, insurance
to have this kind of
informatic n, tips on client relations, and
protection. We have
two or three of these
emergen y
that are wrapped up
tinder the seats.
Respirators and
goggles are important, and may he required
same thing. We fill out a little form and
by the product label when mixing and loadone copy goes to the office and the oilier
11g. It's very easy for material to splash
one remains in the truck. We also carry
out of the tank.
the Safely Regulations Guide Book with
uls. This comes in handy because you
I've also found it valuable to carry a
can't remember all the regulations. A
change of clothes.
A well-stocked first aid kit is also a must.
couple years ago, our truck broke down.
Posting and notification - The State of
It doesn't happen often. I knew that we
were supposed to put triangles out but
Maryland requires us to put a sign in
were at a loss as to how close to the truck
people's yards upon completion of an ap-
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they were to be placed. I thumbed through
the book and found information on where
to place the triangles. I don't think it made
much difference but at least I put them out
at the proper distances.
We also carry a little certificate that says:
"Our truck is under a Programmed Maintenance program and it's inspected every
12,000 miles or once a year."
We carry a manifest on our trucks that
states all the materials that we have on our
trucks that given day. It lists the amounts
and the type of container that they are in.

The manifest should be within arm's reach
of the driver. If you're ever in an accident
and the emergency response team wants
to know what you have, this little manifest can save everyone a lot of grief.
Cones are not required, but we have
them on our trucks. When we stop along
the Street, we take them out and put one in
back of the truck and one in front of the
truck to let people know we're there.
A little strobe light on the top of the truck
could be helpful, but we do not have that
yet. I can't tell you how many times I've
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been spraying street trees when along
drives Mrs. Smith, drinking her cup of
coffee, oblivious to everything. Try as I
might to wave her off, her car gets soaked.
Having some sort of warning light up on
top might help.
Spray rigs do get wet from time to time,
so I've placed anti-skid devices, adhesive
backed strips, on all step surfaces of the
trucks. These things are great. Stainless
steel gets slippery, as any metal does, so
having some kind of strips on the side certainly helps that.
If you stop on a hill, it 't takes a second
or so to set wheel chocks. A lot of trucks
have built-in compartments where you can
put the chocks.
An extremely important document that
should be carried on each truck is a procedures manual. At a minimum, this should
contain safe operating procedures, details
on spill control, insurance information, tips
on client relations, and emergency information. This manual might take a little
while to develop, but is nice to have on the
truck for routine operations as well as
ems.
We also carry a vial of change. It can he
nice to have when you forget your lunch
money. More important, it's indispensable
when you need to make a telephone call.
Keep emergency phone numbers in the
truck cab. The sticker we use is available
through the NAA. It lists doctors, hospitals, the department of agriculture
pesticides division, etc., and our office
phone number - many employees never
call their own office and don't know the
number. We place our stickers on the dashboard or in the glove box.
We carry spill kits that consist of absorbent pillows, flagging tape to cordon off a
spill area, and a shovel.
You should carry insurance l'ornis in
case you're ever involved in an automobile accident. They fit in the glove box and
take your operator step by step through
what he needs to do.
We carry five gallons of fresh water on
our trucks. It's important for drinking and
for Il ush i ng foreign matter out of your
eyes.
We keep lunches in airtight containers.
Small coolers are great for this purpose:

lunch boxes and paper bags are not.
We carry enough pesticides for one
day's operation. There's no sense in filling that box with 20 gallons of concentrate
if you'll only use two.
Six years ago, I purchased several hundred gallons of horticultural oil in
21/2-gallon plastic containers. We now buy
our oil in 55-gallon drums and then break
it down into the 2 1/2-gallon containers. This
container has about a 3-inch diameter
opening. You can empty this into the tank
in about six seconds. It is fast, convenient
and easy.
You need various mixing devices. Measuring cups and spoons are essential.
We have a little pan underneath our Filter. When the filter clogs, you open it up
and everything runs out. A small roasting
pan catches all the stuff.
All our spray trucks also carry pruning
tools, such as hand saw, folding hand saw
and hand clips. A lot of times during an
IPM visit, there is no sense in spraying the
plant if you can clip out the hug. That's
my philosophy. We carry the tools needed
for mechanical control. We also carry a
sectional pole clip on the truck. It makes
for great applications.
A flashlight, soap and paper towels are
part of our standard equipment.
Our applicators don't claim to know
everything they might see in the field, so
we put reference hooks in our trucks - an
insect book and a landscape IPM hook.
We carry a garden hose for washing off
and a tarp for covering tip. How many
times have you gone to a client's property
and not been able to spray because the family car is parked underneath the tree?
Don't leave the office without maps. On
our contracts, we cross-reference the job
with a map coordinate so that the applicator can quickly find the work site.
Of course, you cannot leave the shop
without contracts for a day's worth of
spraying. On the contract we list the target
pest and the target itself.
We carry a small hand sprayer on the
truck - even our big trucks. If you have to
go to the hack 40 and you only have one
or two azaleas, there is no sense in dragging hose 300 hundred feet.
We also have a fertilizer gtin on our

trucks, particularly in the spring and in the
fall. There are many times when the morning weather is calm. Everything is going
great until the wind kicks up. You might
as well have your applicator switch to fertilizing at that time.
We carry a complete tool box with everything we might need if we break down.
We have spare everything.
The most important part of your spray
operation is your applicator. Even if everything else on your truck is substandard,
I suggest that you have an applicator who

is trained, who is responsible, who knows
how to communicate with the public, and
who knows what he's doing with the materials. This person is going to save you
more time, money and aggravation than
anything else that I have discussed. Where
do you find such a person? That's the topic
of another article.
Paul Wo1/-' is the owner of Integrated
Plant ('are in Rockville, Md. He is j)ist /)resident of the National A rhorist Association and
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Maryland A rhorist Association.
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A300 and You
By Ron Rubin

often wonder why the crew doing
the work does not consistently perform the work at or above the expectations of the client. Is it the crew
leader, one of the crew members, the client or the salesman? Most of the time the
salesman sets the expectations, overpromises (in the sales process),
under-delivers (in the execution of
work). As business owners and managers, we set the standards by which we
operate. The standards we use to meet or
exceed client expectations are a reflection of the company and its leadership.

J
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A300 standards, running a business, and
making the sale all go
hand in hand. Expectations are the basis of all
businesses and industries. Companies that
set high expectations/
standards for quality
have a better opportunity to achieve those
expectations than companies that do not.
Industries that have
standards/expectations
will bring a level of
professionalism to all companies within
that industry. Standards become minimum
expectations for an industry, a company,
a salesman or a crew to operate. Whether
a company's goal is to be the lowest price
or the highest quality (it can't be both),
certain standards or expectations must be
met, consistently.
The industry standard for tree care operations is the A300. What standard does
your company use? Our company has
many very qualified people I am proud to
work with, many whose knowledge and
opinion I often trust more than my own.
They have helped frame my as well as the
industry's perspective on arboriculture.
But they are each just one person within
one company. They are not representing
the 16 different organizations as the A300
committee. For this reason, our company
has adopted the A300 standard as the standard of tree care operations. When we use
the A300 standard, we are setting a consistent expectation with the manager,
salesman, client and crew. We do not need
to reinvent wording for our salesman to use
and we will not have to create our own
standards. The work has been done. All
that needs to happen is for our salesmen to
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use the A300 wording
when writing contracts/
work orders. This can,
and does, save much
confusion. Using consistent standards allows
us to focus on clients,
employees and making
profits, and allows us to
spend less time figuring
out why there are inconsistencies within
our tree care operations.
Using common language and standards as
a basis of operation reduces confusion and provides management
with more time to identify and remedy areas for improvement.
Standards are only as good as the people
who write them. The A300 committee does
not live in a vacuum. And for this reason
the committee is always seeking input and
feedback on the standards. The pruning
standard is up for review and is open for
public comment. Please write or e-mail the
NAA, attention Bob Rouse
(Rouse Ca) natlarb.com ), and the A300 committee will review your comments and
respond back to you directly.
The standards that are currently available through the NAA or ISA, entitled
"Tree, shrub and other Woody Plant
Maintenance - Standard Practices," are:
• Pruning
• Fertilization
• Support systems cabling and bracing
A standard for lightning protection
will be released in the near future.
For ordering information, contact the
NAA at 800-733-2622.
Ron Rubin is the National Arhorist Association Representative to A300
TCI
Committee.
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New in the 9th Edition
Replacement Cost and Trunk Formula
Methods In the 9th edition of the
Guide for Plant Appraisal, the most
significant procedural change is that
in both methods, the costs of the
replacement tree and its installation
are adjusted by the Species rating.
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Condition Tree structure is given
more emphasis in the Condition rating.
-

Location The rating of a Site is to
consider its relative real-estate value
on a percentage basis, not strictly
monetarily, in relation to the city, area,
and/or region in which it is located, as
well as its visual and functional values.

Authored by the Council ofliee and Landscape
Appraisers, this publication is intended to provide the
professional plant appraiser with information to
properly determine the size, species, condition, and
location factors that influence the value of plants. Not
only can it be used for the valuation of plant casualties,
but also for insurance purposes, real-estate transac-

-

Easements and Rights of Way Plant
appraisal needs to consider the extent
of the owner's rights on easements and
rights of way.
-

A More Proactive Approach Appraisna the value of Diants before they are
lost or damaged is recommended.
-

TCI-FEBO1-9DGE

tions, plant condemnations, and tree inventories.

#P1209; Retail Price: $125.00
Member Price: $75.00

To order, call
(888) ISA-TREE or shop
online at
www.isa-arbor.com
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A Time for Excellence
Awards Categories
The awards categories are:
• Grand Award
• Award of Distinction
• Honorable Mention
These are the three general award categories. More than one
award of equal value may be given in each of the three classes,
when warranted.
• Heritage Award
• Arbor Day Award
These are stand-alone awards. In order to qualify for these
awards, the project must be of Grand Award quality. A single
project may win multiple awards.
Trees of Hawaii was honored for improving the health and aesthetics of this historic Indian Banyan tree.

Excellence in Arboriculture Awards will honor the best
practices in tree care.. . this year at TO EXPO in Columbus!

Awards Classifications
The classifications for the 2001 Excellence in Arboriculture
Awards are:
Tree Maintenance: This breaks down into four subcategories: Residential under $10,000; residential over $10,000;
commercial under $10,000; commercial over $10,000.
Heritage: Pro bono tree maintenance for trees that are of
historic interest or significance
Arbor Day: Pro bono tree maintenance for trees in connection with Arbor Day activities
Tree Relocation: Unique tree moving projects
Construction Site Preservation: Planning and other activities that increase the survival of significant trees on a
construction site.
Technical Rigging: Exceptional projects incorporating rigging for removal techniques.
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The Tree Doctor moved this Hills weeping fig to save it during
construction at Shanes Park in Sydney, Australia.
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What has your tree care
company achieved this
year?
Did you save a historic tree from an
otherwise untimely death on the town
square? Perhaps you helped enhance the
ambience of a newly constructed shopping mall by incorporating surrounding
trees' natural beauty into the building's
tiled floors and glassed-in atrium. Or
maybe you successfully tackled a daunting task of moving a tree from one site
to another?
Whatever greatness you and your eniployees have achieved, it should not go
unrecognized. And the industry's premier
showcase for commercial tree care work
is the National Arhorist Asociation's, Excellence in Arboriculture Awards,
presented in partnership with The Hartford.
The awards honor the best of the best in
companies of all sizes, recognizing the finest work done in an industry where only
the highest standards are acceptable. Excellence in Arboriculture Awards salute
NAA members who wish to highlight their
company's achievements in preserving the
high standards of the tree care industry
while taking a creative approach to a
unique project.
The awards take into consideration adherence to A300 standards, sensitivity to
detail, and challenges involved in the
project. In addition, the judges consider
the overall appearance of the final
project, the impact of the finished product to the tree, and the finished product
vs. the tree(s) prior to the start of the
project.
In November, all qualified entries will
he showcased in an audio/visual presentat ion at TCI EXPO in Columbus, Ohio.
Trees of Hawaii won three awards
at last year's Excellence in
Arboriculture program - and company
president Abner Undan said he plans
to enter again this year.
"I think this is the ultimate recognilion we could possibly get, having a
national organization like the NAA
recognize the quality of the work we
do," Undan says. Employees of Trees
of Hawaii are encouraged by the

Hawaii won for its care of Banyan trees
is also a public service message. As a result of these awards, people are aware of
the proper care of Banyan trees.
"We have to take the lead to show people
how it's done!" stresses Undan.
TCI

awards, he adds. "Their work is recognized."
Customers, likewise, can make note of
the awards in the company's brochure.
But perhaps most important, Undan
points out, is that the awards Trees of
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he recent mass shooting at
Edgewater Technologies in Massachusetts is every employer's
worst nightmare. Less extreme situations
occur every day.
Has the following ever happened to
you? The worker you fired yesterday
calls from home. I-Ic's bending your ear
about how his co-workers "always had
it in for me." Then he says something
that makes your blood run cold: "I have
it gun. I ought to bring it to work and take
care of my problems."
How do you respond? When your
heart beats fast, your mind reels and
you're dizzy with Fear. It's not easy to
know what to do. You do know that making the wrong decision risks the lives of
your employees. You've seen the recent
headlines about disgruntled individuals
killing co-workers in cities as far-flung
as Atlanta and Honolulu. The scene just
described is not just it story: It actually
happened to an employer in Michigan.
Later in this article, the attorney whose
client received the call offers advice on
what to do. See how his suggestions cornire with your response.
If you're like most employers, workplace violence has become it top-of-mind
issue - and not only for the human cost
when disgruntled individuals shoot guns
to "even scores." Relatives of victims often target employers with costly lawsui(s.

T

The legal system is not friendly to employers who should have seen signs of
pending violence but failed to act.
"Courts are treating these lawsuits
more seriously because of the increase
in the number of incidents," cautions
Timothy Bland, an attorney at the Memphis, Tenn., law firm Ford & Harrison,
and it specialist in employment law and
workplace violence. "In a recent North
Carolina case, for example, it court
awarded it $7.9 million judgment against
an employer when a worker killed two
fellow employees."
You can take steps to keep your ciiiployees out of harm's way and your
business out of bankruptcy court. Here's
some help. In this article, attorneys who
specialize in defending employers
against workplace violence lawsuits offer guidance on how to reduce the risk
of assaults by responding adequately to
early signs of trouble.

Establish a
zero-tolerance policy
Most employment law attorneys suggest employers institute a zero-tolerance
policy that mandates immediate termination For an act or threat of violence.
Whether it's a punch toward a supervisor or a fistfight between workers,
physical aggression cannot he tolerated.

"You need to discharge individuals
who commit assault," says Louis C.
Rahaut, an employment law specialist at
Warner Norcross & Judd in Grand Rapids, Mich. "If YOU fail to do so, and they
later do something worse, the court will
deem you to have had notice of violent
tendencies."
Juries often say things like: "They
knew this guy was going to go off because of his behavior. No one did
anything about it."
Rahaut recalls a Wisconsin case where
it dispute arose between two employees.
"All through the day they were yelling at each other," he says. "Finally one
employee threw it rag at the other, who
responded with a slap."
The employer fired both workers. The
employees' resulting lawsuit for wrongful termination failed, because of the
changing climate of the courts. "There
IS much more acceptance by judges and
Juries that employers have to he it lot less
tolerant about violence," says Rahaut.
Threats to commit violence, whether
against a co-worker or a supervisor, must
also cause termination under a zero-tolerance policy - even if nothing comes of
the threat. If an employee says, "I'm
going to beat you up after work," most
people would recognize the inherent
threat. But what about more veiled
threats, such as:

Fending Off Lawsuits
For employers who want to reduce their risk of workplace assaults and resulting lawsuits, times are getting
tougher. "Traditionally, many employers thought they
could safely ignore the need for a security program," says
Norman I). Bates, a Sudbury, Mass.-based attorney who
counsels businesses nationwide on reducing liability for
workplace violence. The rise in incidents of serious assaults has changed the world dramatically.
"The old attitude expressed by 'that's why we have
insurance,' doesn't cut it anymore," he says. "Today's
employees want to know you have a security plan to
protect them. And insurance policies are not only getting more expensive, but many exclude injuries from
assault and battery. Now businesses are required to
purchase separate policies for such perils as stabbing,

shooting and rape."
Employers can he sued on numerous grounds, such as
negligent hiring (failure to screen out risky job candidates), negligent supervision (failure to keep personnel
from engaging in practices dangerous to others) and negligent retention (failure to terminate individuals who pose
a danger to co-workers.) They need to design security
programs that include good personnel policies, such as
adequate pre-employment screening, good training and
supervision of people, and enlightened policies and procedures. With the greater risks inherent in the world of
work, it's no wonder violence has become a top-of-mind
issue for employers. Experts have found over the past 20
years that the single greatest motivator for employers to
upgrade security has been the fear of a lawsuit.
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"Employees who kill their supervisors
have the right idea."
"I'm afraid I'm going to lose control,
and I have guns."
"I am going to come in and have a
Twinkle day." (The last refers to the
"Twinkle defense," in which an accused
murderer claimed he was mentally unbalanced after eating foods with high
sugar content.)
Words have power. There is no longer
a defense that "it was only talk."
"Let employees know that
saying something is as bad as if
they had done something,"
Rabaut recommends. "If someone says, 'I ought to settle this
with my AK-47,' that employee
should be terminated."

act, then it could call for immediate termination."
An act that might trigger counseling
would be a feud between two workers.
While no threats are made and no fight
breaks out, you should reduce tensions
before they escalate into a fight that requires discharge.
"You want to resolve differences with
a mediation session or even refer them
to an outside counselor," urges Marc

Respond to early
signs of trouble
What about events that are less extreme but may foreshadow trouble down
the road'? We ran this question by Teresa
L. Butler, a partner at the Atlanta law
firm of Littler Mendelson, the nation's
largest employment law firm.
"A zero-tolerance policy does not
mean you fire every person for starting
down the path," she explains. "It means
you will act appropriately."
While violence or direct threats spark
immediate discharge, any number of lesser
acts can trigger a system of progressive
discipline that may include administrative
leave and mandatory psychological evaluation and counseling. Some activities
might appear to border on violence. For example, an employee might toss a pile of
papers onto the floor, stomp around and
scream, "This place stinks!"
Butler suggests that in such a situation
an employer should approach the person
and inquire as to what can be done. It's not
so much workplace violence as a disruptive activity. On a more serious level, an
employee who damages property may or
may not be seen as committing an act of
violence.
"It's a close call," admits Bland.
"Look at the context of why the employee did what he did. Maybe he got
some terrible news and knocked a computer off a desk. But if it's a senseless
60

Ragovin, a partner in the employment
group at New York City-based Gibney,
Anthony & Flaherty. "Airing grievances
may diffuse the volatile situation."
Employees who commit such acts may
be required to make an appointment with
a professional counselor. If you do not
have an Employee Assistance Program
(EAP), look for a suitable alternative.
Many communities have psychiatric hospitals with outpatient clinics and staff
counselors trained in workplace issues.
Your local police department might also
offer referrals. When referring to a
counselor, avoid saying anything that
would spark a lawsuit for discrimination
under the Americans with Disabilities
Act or state laws.
"Employers have to be careful to not
attribute someone's violence to a condition that may be viewed as a disability
or a mental impairment," cautions
Ragovin. "You may get into an area
where you perceive a person is disabled."
Pin the reason for the referral on the
behavior of the employee rather than a
characteristic of the individual. Avoid
saying "You need the help of a psychiatrist," or "You have a mental problem."
Instead, use words such as: "Because of
your recent actions I ... describe them in
detail ...J you are required to make an
appointment with I ...I" The prudent
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 2001

employer tries to diffuse stressful situations by setting up a dialog.
"Keep an open line of communication," says Ragovin. "A serious incident
might not occur if a troubled employee
has a way to talk and lets feelings be
known rather than taking them out on
someone else."
"I call the combination of a zero-toler ance policy and progressive discipline the
'iron fist and velvet glove approach,'
Rabaut explains. Together, these
two magic missiles of the disciplinary arsenal carry a safety
payload: they seek out and cool
down workplace hot spots before
wildfires break out.
"People who engage in this
type behavior typically don't
just snap," notes Butler. "In
many cases there were signs
that - if noticed and managed
properly - could have minimized the risk of what happened."

Tread carefully on the
gray areas
Suppose an employee tells you: "You'd
better not treat me like this." Is it a threat
or a harmless escape valve for workplace
pressure'? If you think this comes down to
a judgment call, you're right. But words
are only part of communication. Consider
other factors, such as tone of voice and how
the individual presented himself when
speaking the words.
"An employee can mutter something
in a non-threatening way, or he can move
close to you and scream it while jabbing
a finger in your face," says Butler. "You
have to add these human and subjective
interpretations to conduct."
Even if the behavior was somewhat
aggressive, Butler feels it might be appropriate to limit your response to
mandated counseling if no direct threat
was made. But if the situation escalates,
You might need to fire the individual both
for being threatening and also for being
insubordinate and not interacting in a
productive manner with his supervisor.
What about humor that includes a violent threat'? Do you ignore it, or yank the
joker from the workplace deck'? While
some attorneys counsel discharge. oth-

ers hedge their bets.
"It's almost impossible to give a bright
line rule," admits Bland. "A lot of times,
threats are made in jest or as part of nor mal conversation. Those can be dealt
with through progressive discipline. But
if someone makes a specific threat and
there is no evidence they are not serious,
they should be discharged."
Gray areas may also arise when local
culture, often in an industrial setting, allows for a certain level of violence.
"In an ideal world we would like to see
people terminated as soon as they exhibit
violent behavior," counsels Butler. "But
sometimes a decision hinges on culture and
history. You may have an employer who
has lots of that type of problem, and, as a
practical matter, terminations might be
impossible."
Attorneys advise trusting your OWfl instincts when doubt casts a shadow across
the workplace landscape. If you feel
afraid, something is amiss. You are in
management because you have some
level of good judgment. So trust your
gut; don't overanalyze. And judgment
calls are, indeed, often required. These
are very fact-specific situations. It's
tough to draw up absolute rules.
One final point: Having a policy is not
enough. You must tell employees the
rules of the game. Failing to do so can
he dangerous and costly. Consider that
firing an Individual for making a threat
is risky enough, since the termination
itself might he a trip wire for violence.
But your risk is increased many times
over if the terminated individual feels as
though you are picking on him because
You never informed film of your policies.

for a temporary restraining order to keep
him away from the business premises."
A sheriff went to the man's home and
served him with the order, which also mandated a court appearance. During his
hearing, the judge reinforced the terms of
the restraining order. Intimidated by early
action by the police and firm instructions
from the legal system, the threatening individual caused no further harm.
"Being hauled into court before a
judge often has a sobering effect on
people, notes Rabaut. While this story
had a happy ending, in the best of all
worlds you will identify and defuse anger before it escalates into a situation as
frightening as this one. But whether you
are dealing with a threat or an actual act
of violence, you can't hide and pretend
nothing is amiss.
"Once something happens, you have
to act quickly and do whatever you must
in terms of discipline," concludes
Ragovin. "It can only lead to more
trouble if you don't."
TO

keep the individual where he is, talking
on the phone as long as you can," says
Rahaut. He suggests using open-ended
queries such as "Tell me why you are
Upset," and "Are you sure there's nothing we can do to get you help?"
While Rahaut kept the individual talking, he had a colleague call police, who
sent cruisers to the business location as
well as to the former employee's home
to make an arrest. Rahaut suggests a
similar course 01' act ion if you find yourself in such it situation.
Let the police know you have a former
employee on the line threatening to kill
people, and give them his location.
Whether the police will arrest an mdividtial solely on the basis of a threat
depends on policies in your region. At
the very least, however, they will send
officers to your place of business. In
Rabaut' s situation, the arrest was made.
"Getting the man into custody let him
see his threats were being met with
force," explains Rahaut. "We then filed

[LOWEST PRICES ON THE MARKET
1-800-856-8261
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When terror calls
Now let's return to the scene that
opened this article. flow would you
handle the individual who called and
threatened to use a gun to solve his problems? For an answer we turned to
Rabaut, who was the attorney for the
Michigan employer who actually received the call. In the real-world event
that inspired our anecdote, the employer
called Rahaut, who, in turn, cal led the
former employee.
"In a situation like this, you want to
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New Rule for Federal
Contracts
Federal contracts will have to consider
a prospective contractor's record of compliance with labor, safety and several other
non-procurement-related laws under a rule
promulgated Dec. 20, 2000.
The rule, which went into effect Jan. 19,
amends the Federal Acquisition Regulation
(FAR) and implements what the Clinton
administration views as a statutory requirement that federal contracts be awarded
only to "responsible sources." Responsibility has been defined by Congress to
include a satisfactory "record of integrity
and business ethics."
Any evaluation of a prospective
contractor's record in this regard "necessarily needs to include an evaluation of its
record of compliance with laws and regulations," stated the Federal Acquisition
Regulatory Council, a group of govern-

ment agency representatives that approves
federal procurement rules, in the preamble
to the new rule.
The final rule requires contracting of ficers to consider compliance with tax,
labor and employment, environmental,
antitrust, and consumer protection laws
when evaluating a prospective contractor's
responsibility. However, the final rule provides greater clarification for contracting
officers and additional procedural protections for prospective contractors, the FAR
Council said.
The final rule:
• advises contracting officers to focus
not on isolated violations of law but rather
on "evidence of repeated, pervasive, or
significant violations";
• contains a hierarchy of offenses applicable to violations of tax, labor, antitrust,
environmental, and consumer protection
laws; and
• requires a prospective contractor to

lit
check a box to certify that it has/has not
been convicted of, had a civil judgment
rendered against it, or been indicted for
specified offenses within the preceding
three years.
Business and industry groups, which
have strongly opposed the contractor responsibility rule since it was first proposed,
immediately said they plan to file a law suit to keep the rule from going into effect.
Industry has argued vigorously from the
onset that any linkage of contract awards
and violations of non-procurement-related
laws will result in the "blacklisting" of
contractors for reasons that have no bear ing on their ability to perform.
In addition to business opposition to the
rule, Defense Department rule writers last
fall joined the General Services Administration and the Environmental Protection
Agency in urging the FAR Council to withdraw the rule. They warned that it would
delay the procurement process and require
contracting officials to make judgments
outside their expertise.

Optimism on
Transportation
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Bush selected veteran legislator Norman
Y. Mineta to be Secretary of Transportation. Mineta is well-known from his days
as a member of the House Transportation
Committee, including a stint as chairman.
In that job, Mineta was instrumental in
seeing that private carriers were relieved
from state economic regulations. Mineta
just finished serving as Secretary of Commerce in the Clinton administration.
Mineta is a liberal on social issues who
nonetheless has many friends in the business community and has a reputation for
pragmatism and reaching across party
lines.
Peter Gerstenberger is vice president of
business management, saft'ty and education
.thr the National Arborist Association. TCI
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HELP WANTED
Plant Health Care Technician
Join the most prestigious firm in
arboriculture. National leader in tree care
seeks motivated individual interested in
stable career opportunity. We require topnotch professional to implement plant
health care/IPM programs on landscape
plantings in North Florida. Knowledge of
ornamental plant and pest identification required. Must be Florida Certified applicator
in turf and ornamental categories. Competitive salary, medical/dental benefits,
401(k) w/company match, continuing education and potential career growth into
sales & management. Please fax resume
and cover letter to (770) 414-9762.
Home of the Indy 500 and Brickyard 400
Professional Tree Care Company in Indianapolis, this is a highly respected and
well-established company with over 26 years
of service. Has year round work with overtime pay. Top wages, benefits include
medical, paid holidays, vacations, life insur ance. Our company is looking for highly
qualified bucket operator/climber with minimum of 5 years commercial and residential
experience. Company will help relocate successful candidate. Contact Phil or Stephanie
Ping 1-317-298-8482.

HAWAII Tree Climbers and Working
Foremen. Climbers MUST have a minimum of 5 years climbing experience
(which includes pruning, shaping, rigging,
take downs and removals) and a current
driver's license (a CDL license is preferred). Foreman applicants MUST be a
certified arborist (with knowledge of disease diagnosis and fertilization), have a
minimum of 5 years climbing experience
(which includes pruning, shaping, rigging,
take downs and removals), 5 years utility line clearance experience, experience
working with cranes and have a current
driver's license (a CDL license is preferred). Pay starts at $18.00 per hour but
is based on experience. Benefits include
paid medical and dental insurance, paid
federal holidays, vacation pay, 401(k)
pension plan and a profit-sharing plan.
Send resume with salary history and employment references to:
-

Jacunski's Complete Tree Service, Inc.
P0 Box 4513, Hilo, HI 96720
Phone: (808) 959-5868
Fax: (808) 959-0597

SIMPLY THE BEST

Joining the sales team at The F. A. Bartlett
Family-owned since 1907, Bartlett is
Tree Expert Company guaratees you
experiencing rapid growth and
unlimited growth potential, the use of
expansion. We're looking for the best
BARTLIETT
cutting-edge technology and memberand the brightest. Currently we are
ship in one of the most prestigious
searching for individuals with a strong
firms in arboriculture.
desire to succeed as arborist sales
representatives in these regions:
At Bartlett, we're not just utilizing the latest 'V Northeast, Metro-NewYork, Mid-Atlantic,
scienti fi c advances in tree care we're pioneerSoutheast, Midwest, Texas and California.
ing them. Our sales representatives stand
head and shoulders above the competition
We offer 401K, medical and dental benefits,
because they're backed by a team of scientists
flexible spending accounts and one of the
at the Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories.
most lucrative compensation packages in the
This gives both you and your customers an
industry. Don't miss this opportunity to
advantage you can't get with just any other
become part of the Company that sets the
tree company.
standard for an industry.
-

,

THE F.A. BARTLETT TREE EXPERT COMPANY
Equal Opportunity Employer

Carmen Berrios, Manager of Employment and Benefits
P.O. Box 3067 • Stamford, CT 06905 • Phone: (203) 323-1131 • Fax: (203) 323-3631
cberrios@bartlett.com
Scientific Tree Care Since 1907
i'Ht'e ciiH
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Position Opening
Company Service Representative

EXCITING CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SERVICE
INDUSTRY MANAGERS
Come Join One of the Largest
Vegetation Management Companies
in the United States
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc. is experiencing
tremendous growth throughout the country, creating the following openings:
General Managers
Division Managers
Branch Managers
We have immediate openings in:
IL, GA, MI, SC, CO, PA, OH, CA, TX
Responsible for managing day-to-day operations, including the supervision of field
personnel. Business/Horticultural degree desired with a mm. 2 years experience working
in the green industry. Qualified applicants
must have proven leadership abilities, strong
customer relations and interpersonal skills.
We offer excellent salary, bonus, and benefits packages, including 401(k) and
company paid medical coverage.
For career opportunity and confidential
consideration, send or fax resume, including geographic preferences and
willingness to relocate, to: DeAngelo
Brothers, Inc., Attention: Paul D.
DeAngelo, 100 N. Conahan Drive,
Hazleton, PA 18201. Phone: (800) 3609333; Fax: (570) 459-2690. EOE/AAP M-F.

Come join our well-known, continually growing organization. We are a full-service tree
care, landscaping and turf maintenance company, based in the Philadelphia area.
We are offering a motivated individual the
opportunity to grow with our progressive
company, managing, supervising and developing work for new clients.
We will compensate the successful candidate with a guaranteed salary for a 6to1 2-month comprehensive sales and field
training period, thereafter a weekly draw
against commissions.
Benefits include Pension and 401K plan,
vacation, choice of medical plans,
monthly auto allowance following training period and all other benefits as
specified in the company Policies, Procedures and Benefits document.

Tree Care Professionals
in Sunny Phoenix.
Arborists/Sales/Foreman/Managers/
Tech. Competitive wage, benefits, profit
sharing.
Master's Touch Tree Service
Box 6682
Phoenix, AZ 85005-6682
Fax (602) 278-9281
treeservice@owol.net
Interested in relocating to beautiful Denver, Colorado? Mountain High Tree
Service and Lawn Care, an industry leader
since 1974, is hiring Tree Climbers, Plant
Health Care and Lawn Technicians. We offer top pay, unmatched benefits and a
modern facility with new equipment. Call
our office: (303) 232-0666 or fax your resume to: (303) 232-0711 or e-mail us:
mhttree@pcisys.net . Please send to attn.:
David Entwistle. Check out our Web site:
www.mountainhightreeservice.com
(011tit!11('(/ (111 /)(l,'C

B.S. or higher degree in environmental field
is preferred, but not essential. For further information, please contact:
Jeanne Houser, General Manager
McFARLAND LANDSCAPE
SERVICES, INC.
255 W. Tulpehocken St.
Philadelphia, PA 19144-3297
PHONE: (215) 438-3970
FAX: (215) 438-1879
E-MAIL: mcfarland@onrampcom.com
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GROWTH
At SavATree, we are expanding
throughout the northeast. Our
team is growing along with us,
propelled by our career
advancement program, tuition
reimbursement and creative
compensation packages.

Professional 24"
Light-weight Bypass Loppers
These light-weight overhead toppers are designed to
reduce fatigue when reaching above your head. There
is no sacrifice of strength and cutting capacity SO they
can stand intensive use. Weighing in at only 2.25 lbs.
and with a cutting capacity of 1-3/4" you'll be using
them virtually everday. Bahco makes quality products
so buy with confidence.
Item No. Description
P160 60 24" Light-weight Loppers ......ea.
Buy
....................ea.

Why choose SavA Tree?

Only

If professional growth is
important to you,
call SavATree.
lthonc: (9 14) 241-4999, ext. 15.3
Fax: (914) 242-3934
Visit our website!

I
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www.savatree.com
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FAX YOUR AD FOR
FAST RESULTS
(603) 314-5386

TREE CARE
PROFESSIONAL WANTED:

Experienced, foreman quality individual
needed at high-energy, fast-growing company. Excellent salary, benefits, company
car. Come grow with us on the East Coast,
Hilton Head, S.C.; Charleston, S.C.;
Greenville, S.C.; Charlotte, N.C.; and Savannah, Ga. Call Historic Tree Preservation, Inc.,
at (843) 556-8696.

CWL2ll°c7

dynamic bracing system

• Easy to learn, simple to install • Dynamic, shock-absorbing system
• Grows with the tree • Easily adjusted, moved or removed
Extremely light. Installs in less time than steel systems
• Requires no drilling or leaving of metals into healthy wood
Consistent tensile strength throughout, no weak link
• No power tools required • Made of durable, recyclable materials
Nonmetallic, nonconductive, non-reflective
•rmits tree to grow its own support wood

1.800.525.8873
lArbol'ist suppill,

www.wtsherrill.com
Please circle 59 on Reader Service Card
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Commercial Wood Processing Equipment

1-800-340-4386
118Spruce Street
Rutland, VT 05701
E-mail: twolf@ sover.net
www.timberwolfcorp.com
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Executive Director - ISA
Search under way for an Executive Director
for the International Society of Arboriculture,
promoting the research, technology and
practice of professional arboriculture. ISA
has 38 chapters and represents over 14,000
members worldwide with a staff of 20 and a
budget of $4.3M. ISA also has a satellite of fice in London. Seeking individual to provide
overall leadership, financial management
and delivery of ISA services and programs.
Must have a minimum of 5 years job-related
experience serving in a managerial staff role
or governing Board member of a non-profit
organization and/or experience in overseeing and managing a multi-skilled workforce.
Position requires sound and proven knowledge of financial and economic analyses,
financial/budget planning, managerial finance and risk management. Demonstrated
commitment to working with an international
customer base is essential. Also required are
conflict management and problem-solving
skills, experience in relationship building,
strong interpersonal and communication
skills, and a down-to-earth leadership style.
Submit resume to Mary Heideman no later
than Feb. 16. Search by Tryon &
Heideman, LLC, 8301 State Line Road,
Suite 204, Kansas City, MO 64114. Phone
(816) 822-1976. Fax (816) 822-9333.
Email: tryonheideman@sprintmail.com.
AR BOR 1ST/SALES

Established tree and turf care company
looking for quality-oriented individual to
work in a drug-free environment. Applicant
must be ISA certified arborist with 3 years
sales experience and be familiar with all
aspects of tree and turf care. We are the
only arboricultural company within a hundred-mile radius, located in one of the
fastest growing counties in the country.
There is and will continue to be room for
growth. If you are a goal-oriented, careerminded person with a "can-do' attitude and
the necessary skills, we are looking forward to hearing from you. Please mail, fax
or e-mail your resume to: Empire Tree and
Turf, 2704 Gordon Hwy, Augusta, GA
30909; Phone (706) 854-0926; Fax (706)
651-1648 or empiretree@hotmail.com .
Fairfield County, CT - 20+ years established company seeks Plant Health Care
(IPM)Technician. We are looking for a professional, take-charge person to manage
our IPM program. CDL and pesticide license preferred but not req. We offer exc.
salary, commission opportunities, training
& benefit packages (health, dental, pension, tuition reimbursement), pd. vacation
& holidays. Call O'Neill's Tree Care: (203)
655-7865 Fax resume: (203) 327-5455 Email: otc2oneillstree@aol.com

Climbers Wanted: Mm. of 3 years expe-

Tree Care Jobs
Online classifieds & resumes

Exciting Career Opportunity
for Tree Trimming Personnel

rience in all aspects of aerial tree care.
Must have or be willing to obtain Class A
CDL and ISA certification. We offer top
wages, benefits and continuing education. Please call (770) 992-1973 or fax
resume to (770) 518-9527 (Atlanta, Ga.).

www.treecarejobs.com
www.greenindustryjobs.com
www.irrigationjobs.com
www.nurseryjobs.com
Questions? Call 410-964-3800

DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., is a vegetation
management company with five (5) regional U.S. offices servicing railroads,
utilities, industries and State departments
of transportation for the last twenty years.
There is an immediate need for the following positions:

CO1lti!l11?(1
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Climbers-Class I and II
Foreman and Bucket Operators
Tractor Operators

CDL License, experience in arboriculture,
urban forestry or related fields a plus. We
offer excellent starting wages, company
benefits, excellent working conditions
and the opportunity for year-round work.
For a confidential interview, mail or fax
your resume to: DeAngelo Brothers, Inc.,
100 N. Conahan Dr., Hazleton, PA 18201.
Attn: Charlie Sizer. Phone: (800) 3609333; Fax: (570) 459-0321.
EOE / AAP / M-F

Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc. • 628 North Portland Street •
Ridgeville, IN 47380 ,1-800-856-2064
4-Airport Pickup *Delivery Available 4Conipetitive Financing

4P.M. Nlaint. Completed 4I).O.T. Cert. Dielectric Testing

Trucks to Work With, Not On

(2

NI:\\ AND I Silt:

Maxed out in your current position? St.
Louis, Mo. residential tree care co. in operation for 25 years is looking for a
well-rounded individual with strong leadership qualities and the ability to train
12-15 team members in safety, equipment
use, proper technique and efficiency. Must
be able to schedule multiple projects and
crews, maintain client satisfaction and high
quality standards. Climbing experience a
must. Salaried position with benefits, vacation, holidays, medical, retirement,
bonuses and advancement. Send resume
to Metropolitan Forestry Services, Inc., 502
Old State Rd., Ballwin, MO 63021.

ruder ('1)1,. Attoidahle pi icrire ion csu_i

Arborguard
P0 Box 477
Avondale Estates, GA 30002
Phone: 404-299-5555
Fax: 404-294-0090
E-mail: sprophett@arborguard.com
Web: www.arborguard.com
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We Want You!
Arborists, Plant Healthcare,
Crew Leaders, Climbers

Career team players. Work year round. Relocation assistance, excellent compensation,
retirement & benefits package. Fax, E-mail
or send resume to:

5.
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Call today for a no obligation approval by phone!
Ask for Marcus or Brian
1-800-932-2274
www.cagcorp.com

We listen to our customer's story.
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Manager of Urban Forestry
Department of Parks, Recreation and
Properties
Primary Responsibilities
•
Under the general supervision of the
Commissioner of Park Maintenance
and Properties, performs complex
professional and administrative work
overseeing the urban forestry section.
•
Supervises all urban forestry personnel
•
Formulates, establishes and implements operating policies and
procedures.
•
Responds to citizen inquires, work
orders and complaints; dispatch information recommending action.
•
Prepares operating and capital budgets for the urban forestry section.
• Prepares and implements a master
street tree planting program and systematic street tree trimming program.
• Enforce compliance of all rules, regulations and policies in the care and
protection of owned trees.
•
Perform related tasks as required.
Qualifications
•
Bachelor's degree in urban forestry,
forestry, arboriculture or related field.
•
Minimum of three years supervisory
experience in the urban forestry field.
•
Must possess a valid State of Ohio
operator's license.
•
Arborist certification through the International Society of Arboriculture.
Forward resumes with cover letter to:
Richard L. Silva,
Commissioner
Division of Park
Maintenance & Properties,
1230 East 6 11 Street, 4 11 Floor
Cleveland, OH 44114. Fax: (216) 6644087. City of Cleveland residency
required within six months of employment. Equal Opportunity Employer.
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DICA Marketing Co.

Carroll, IA 51401

500-61 0-DICA(3422)
www.dicatjSA.com

FAX 712-792-1106
info@dicaUSA.com
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Alaska
Busy tree service needs a good climbing
foreman. Must have minimum 2 —3 yrs.
experience in residential pruning and removal, valid driver's license, and not be
afraid to do clean up. Excellent wages
and benefits for the right person. Entrylevel positions also available. Send
resume to: Gage Tree Service, 13101
Foster Road. Anchorage, AK 99516 or
call (907) 345-9699.
Tree Care Professionals Needed!
Large Chicago metro area firm needs experienced tree care personnel to immediately
fill the following year round openings: Production & Crew Foremen; Sales; Climbing
Positions; Office Management.
Homer Tree Care, Inc. offers wages
above industry standards with benefits
including Health, Dental, Disability, Life,
Paid Holidays, Paid Vacation and Profit
Sharing. The overwhelming demand for
our services proves that our name is synonymous with the tree care industry.
Please submit resume with cover letter
to Homer Tree Care, Inc. 1400 S. Archer
Avenue, Lockport, Illinois 60441, or call
Rich or Steve at (815) 838-0320 /Fax
(815) 838-0375.
Tree Climber - Foreman
Well-regarded, long-established tree care
company in the beautiful suburbs of Philadelphia seeks exp. climber for fine tree
care. Excellent compensation and benefit
plan. Will train potential top climbers. Will
help relocate. New state-of-the-art facility. Join us in performing the highest level
of Professional Tree Care. John B. Ward
& Co., Inc. (610) 293-9430.
Climber Foreman
25-year-old company based in Rockland
seeks experienced, self-motivated professional to grow with us. Excellent pay plus
benefits. CDL a plus. Please call Bob Wilson Tree Experts. (845) 354-5506.
IRA Wickes/Arborists Rockland County
based firm for over 70 years seeks qualified individuals with experience. Arborists
/ Sales Reps, Office Staff, Crew Leaders,
Climbers, Spray Techs (I PM, PHC, LAWN).
Great benefit package includes 401(k)
matching, advancement opportunities,
E.O.E. Check us out on the web at
irawickes.com . E-mail your resume to
info@irawickes.com . Fax us at (914) 3543475 or snail mail us at Ira Wickes /
Arborists, 11 McNamara Rd., Spring Valley, NY 10977.
continued on page 70
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Toil Free 1-800-283-4090

6910 Route 309. Coopersburg, PA 18036
Phone (610) 282-4090 • Fax (610) 282-8986
www.royaltruckequip.com

NATIONAL BORIST
ASSOCIATION
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Join the tn-state's most prestigious and
oldest tree and shrub care company. Be

part of a team of nationally recognized leaders in arboriculture. We have immediate
openings at two of our branch locations.
Candidate must have a minimum of 3-5 years
exp. in residential tree care, duties will include but are not limited to managing the
day-to-day operations of all field personnell,
supervision of training and safety programs,
routing of plant health care crews, ordering
supplies and equipment. This individual must
posses strong leadership and communication skills. ISA certified and able to speak
Spanish a plus. We offer an excellent compensation and benefits package, including
medical, company vehicle, retirement fund,
paid holidays, vacation and continuing education. If you are looking for a goal-oriented
company with unlimited growth potential,
look no further.
Attn: Kevin J. Rooney
Regional Manager
Almstead Tree and Shrub Care Company
Fax (914) 576-5448
Office (914) 576-0193
E-Mail atc@bestweb.net
On the web www.almstead.com

Experienced climbers and PHC techs

Climber/foreman wanted in beautiful rural

needed. We work year-round in booming
beautiful Boulder, Cob., where the sun
shines 300 days a year. We're looking for
career-minded arborists who are proud of
what they do! Advancement potential. Call
Boulder Tree & Landscape Co. at (303)
449-2525 or fax (303) 413-1042.

northern Vermont. Experience in all tree skills
required. Good pay. Bonuses. Typical workweek, 38-42 hours. Typical commute, 15
minutes. Apartment rents about $350-$450/
month. Car insurance about $500 per year.
No traffic. No crime. Seasonal position. Ski the
rest. Call or write if you want a great lifestyle.
Stowe Tree and Landscape Service, P0 Box
1557, Stowe, VT 05672. (802) 253-9268.

Dir. Of Operations

& Climber/Arborist
Immed. Openings for an experienced
climber/arborist to run field operations and a
top production climber. Estab. 24 years ago,
we're recognized as a leader in the Northern Va., Md. And Wash, DC areas. Benefits
include salary of $20-$30/hr wage, full medical & dental, holiday & vacation pay,
bonuses, training and education support,
year-round work in a drug-free workplace.
Candidate must be exceptionally responsible, have a pleasant demeanor with good
leadership/communication skills, and be capable of executing the highest standards of
quality in pruning, removals, and preventive
tree care. Will assist in relocation. Call Robert at Northern Woods Tree Service, ltd.
703-528-2056.

Arbor-Nomics, Inc. is a rapidly growing com-

pany based in Atlanta, GA. We offer benefits
and training with an opportunity for advancement. We are presently seeking a: Climber/
Foreman/Salesman. Successful candidate will
supervise 3-5 crewmembers & must have
experience managing tree removal, pruning,
associated equipment, and ground people. No
DUI's, No felonies, or drugs. MVR Req'd. Call
(770) 447-6037 Ext. 1 or fax resume to (770)
448-4804, or mail to 585 Langford Lane,
Norcross, GA 30071.
Bucket Truck, 1989 International Diesel, 52
ft Skyworker, Custom steal chip box 14 ft x 5
ft, 4 LG toolbox very good condition working
everyday - Long Island, NY 516-352-1849,
$19750.

"The ImpleMax Grapple Took Me
From A Small Tree Guy To A
$Mlllion=Dollar Company"

10

- 0. Whited, Mayflower, AR

The ImpleMax 48361-w grapple attaches
to tractors, skidsteers and loaders!
Its never been easier for you to own!
For February Purchases, Make
NO Payments 'til August 5 th1.
Pay NO Interest For
Up To 6 Mon ths !*

"That 48361-w has made me money' There's nothing
like it out there! It's turned out cheap at twice the
price!"
- M. Randall, NY

•

See the video and know why our customers say the ImpleMax is the
most important labor-saving equipment they own. Now you can put it
to work and have it pay for itself before your first payment is due!
The ImpleMax can do the work of 2 or more people - and do it
faster! Call us to find out more.

*
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ImpleMax Equipment Co., Inc.
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FREE Video,
Call
800058706656

(24 hrs.)

FOR
SALE
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Can your stump cutter operate for $3
an hour and go anywhere? Ours can.

The Alpine Magnum weighs just 88 lbs.,
can operate near fences, walkways,
buildings, and side hills. It can clear
brush, dig shallow trenches and maneuver over soft ground without making tire
tracks. Call or write: Alpine Machine,
7910 Thornbury St. SW., Olympia, WA
98512-2368. (360) 357-5116.

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes

Versalift Bucket Truck - low stow model,

All types and brands of professional
climbing and lowering arborist ropes at
warehouse prices. Call for current price
list. Free shipping. Visa, MC, AM EX.
Small Ad - Big Savings 1-800-873-3203.

60-foot reach, rear mount on 1998 International 4900 with DT466, automatic
transmission, air brakes, custom interior,
under 26,000 GVW, 18,500 miles. Custom built. Asking $87,500 or best offer.

Hardware and software by an arborist for
the arborist. For more information about
the industry's best-selling package, call or
write Arbor Computer Systems, 117
Weston Road, Westport, CT 06880.
Phone: (203) 226-4335; Web site:
www.Arborcomputer.com ; E-mail:
Phannan @ Arborcomputer.com

Chip Truck - 28 cubic yard, 16 feet long,

Hydraulic knuckleboom trucks with dump-

Call Keene Tree Service at
(603) 352-8330.

ing flatbeds, Ford, International, 1988 to
1991, single axle, CDL or non-CDL. We can
custom design and build sides, tailgates, chip
boxes or continuous-rotation grapples. Call
us for any specialty truck needs. Atlantic Fabricating, Inc., Jack or Paul, Sayreville, NJ.
(732) 938-5779. www.atlanticboom.com

Alexander Equipment

The only used equipment source offering
a full satisfaction guarantee! We have a
huge selection of used chippers and stump
grinders. fully serviced and ready to work!
See our complete inventory list on the web
at www.alexequip.com or call Matt or Steve
at (630) 663-1400. Alexander Equipment
Company, 4728 Yender Ave., Lisle, IL
60532. We can deliver anywhere!

SKYWORKER PARTS
1-888-755-4144
Delaware, OH

all aluminum body and toolboxes, custom
made with manual slide convertible top,
ideal for multiple uses. Mounted on 1992
International 4900 with DT466, automatic
transmission, custom interior, aluminum
wheels, 33,000 GVW, 55,000 miles. Asking $42,500 or best offer.

28-inch Valley Firewood Processor

with 35-inch Conveyor, 4-cyl. Caboda
motor, three leg 10-foot live decks. Complete with sawdust blower, 2 bars and
100-foot roll of chain. 119 hours - 1 1/2
cords per hour. Like new, $34K. Call
Mike's Professional Tree Service (401)
823-7485 between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
(O1!I!11107(I Ofl

'Financing and Shipping
• Airport Pick-up
• Hotel Accommodations
• Chippers & Skidder Buckets
ilFi'1
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1 -800-858-0437
Website www.tarnarackdearing.com e-mail tamaracknorthnet.org
kARAUK ('I,:ARI\(; s:RvR'F:, INC. I'O Ho'. 30. Canton. N) 13617
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(Atipper, 250
I Cummins

III

198990 Brush BanddModel 1O0S&fFeed
Disk Chipper, 300 6 Cyl. Gas, Very Good Cond.,
Arrivals, $5,900

WINTER CLEARANCE
5 15% Off 16' Chipper
Dumps & Bucket Trucks!

I _
LI
I

.
7) 197
W.
Feedin g Disk Wood

_._

John Deere 740 Skidder, Low Hours, Dual Winch, Trail Blade,
Very Strong Machine!
10) 1988.95 Woodchuck Drum Chippers, 3006 Cyl. Gas,
Starting at $3,000

_
..

-

spd, 55' w h Penal [dl at Coriri Bidret Truck.
pfete Forestry Package, As New Coed., 8,000 Mi
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Low
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I ow Hours,
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5' w,h
Aerial Lift of Cone. Bucket truck, Very Good
Cond., Starting At: $32900
3) 1988-19911 1 md 1

WE

2)1990 91 Ford [700& GMC Topkick, 50'
w h Skyworker BLicket truck. Forestry
Package, Excellent Condition. $25,000

198 i 5 1988 ML (LOU, 366 Gas, 5 spd

16' Chipper Dumps, $11,000

Flo
MAR
1)1998 IN 4100, 01466 & 6 Spd., 70' w h
Skyworker Alpine Bucket Truck, Exc Cond
Only 6,000 Miles'
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For Sale

Woodchuck W/C - 19 brush chipper
brand new, never used, 14-inch capacity, auto feed, Perkins diesel, black
custom paint job + upgraded tires and
wheels. New $28,000 + tax will sell for
$7500 or best offer. Beautiful chipper.
Please call John at (919) 412-3380.
For Sale

1983 GMC 7000 gas with only 34,000 orig.
miles Skyworker model 1045A Ser #5569.
Located in Cambridge, Ma. Call Tracy Vera
(617) 661-9646, (617) 799-0845. $10,000.
Tree sprayers: (2) 600-gallon tanks with

65GPM pumps, hose and reels. Each
mounted on 1986 F-350s with 60 K, Ready
to make money! $13,900 each. Call (734)
662-3507.

Prentice Loader 1982 White Road
Xpeditor II with model 110 Prentice
Loader and dump. Rebuilt transmission,
auto 5-speed 2/96. Rebuilt engine 9/97.
$12,000. Call Hawthorne Bros. Tree Service, (914) 666-7035.

Replacement Fiberglass Booms,
Buckets and Accessories and Polyethylene Bucket Liners for most brands of

bucket trucks - repairs, too. Accessories
include bucket saw scabbards, boom
pole saw holders, bucket covers, tool
boards and tool trays. For best price,
quality and delivery, call Plastic Composites Corp., Fort Wayne, IN at (800)
747-9339. See our catalog at www.pccbuckettruckparts.com

For Sale - (1) 6TD 65-foot Hi Ranger
mounted on 1984 Int. DT466, $30,000; (1)
4131 45-foot Hi Ranger mounted on 1985
Int. DT466, $15,000; (1) 1989 Vermeer
model 630 stump grinder, low hrs, $5,000.
Call (603) 424-1464.

Versalift Bucket Truck, low Stow model

1994, 60-foot working height, rearmount, 102
CA INT chassis rebuilt 466 21HP, 5 + 2
speed disk brakes. Asking $45,000 or BO.
Call (203) 426-3400.

1993 40 GPM Minnesota Wanner Hydraulic Sprayer. Three hose reels, 200-

and 400-gallon stainless steel tanks,
$10,000. Call Jim at (612) 473-0534.

74

The Tree Industry 's Marketplace
E-mail your ad to:
Stone@NATLARB.com

Fti?y F!
Forestry Equipment of Virginia 804 525 2929 Ni

W

804 525 0917

ax
92 Ford-SD

1

12' Chip Body with Man Cab and Toolbox
Ford F700 6.6 Diesel

1

94 GMC-1.11111

60' Working Height Altec LRIII-55 1994
GMC TopKick 366 Fuel Injected Gas;
3 cyl. Kubota Pony Engine

Rif
GMC-XT-55-FP

,

93-Ford-AL

92 FordSD

q GMC-XT-55-FP

-NEW'

60' Working Height Hi-Ranger XT-55
2000 GMC C7500 CAT 3126 Diesel

•1

ii' Chip Body with Man Cab and
Toolbox Package 1994 GMC TopKick
366 Fuel Injected Gas
j 93-Ford-AL

i...'

5 Working Height Aerial Lift of Conn
IL 52 2000 International 4700

55 Working Height Aerial Lift of Conn.
,
- - AL-50 99 Ford F700 5.9
Currirnins Diesel

-

________ ' i.) GMC.XT6070.FD
f

-

75' Working Height FWRangerXT-60/70
2000 GMC C8500 Cat 3126 Diesel

GMC-XT-55-RM
INT -AL52-RM

94 GMC LRIII

_________

GMCXRM

60' Working Height Hi Ranger IT-C.'
2000 GMCC7500CAT
______
11)11

1

94GMC-SD

Forestry Equipment of Shelby, NC

866.824.1100 Toll-Free- 704905.4661 Evenings/Weekends- 570.5586703 Fax
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NAA Pocket Guides
NM Pocli.t Guide

NM Pocket Quid.

Safe Tree Felling

Preventing

topics
MA Pocket Guide

Preventing
Electrocution

Ak

NM Pocli.i Outdo

- fl....
Preventing Falls

Akh

NAA Pocket Guide

Identifying
Hazard Trees

Get your set
$16 plus S&H

TODAY!

800-733-2622 / 603-314-5380
'*

Web. www.natiorb.com Email. naa@nattarb.com

u4atIonal Arborist Association
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FOR SALE
IN STOCK AND READY TO GO

For Sale
Quality, Rebuilt Equipment
Brush Bandit Chippers

Model 65, Wisconsin 30HP; (1) Model 90,
Wisconsin 65HP; (2) Model 90W, Perkins
50HP & Wisconsin; (2) Model 95, Kubota
49HP & GM 76HP; (1) Model 100, Ford 4
cylinder; (4) Model 150, John Deere 80HP;
Model 200+, Cummins 100HP; (9) Model
250, Cummins 100 & 116HP; Ford 87HP;
Ford 6 cyl; (4) Model 280, Cummins 200HP;
John Deere 110, 125 & 200HP; (3) Model
1890 drum,
Cummins 200HP; John
Deere 125HP.
Bandit Whole Tree Chippers

(4) 2001 IHC 4900's
DT466, Allison automatic, Petersen TL-3 Lightning
Loader with 18 ft. dump body.
$89,900

F

(1) Model 1250, Cummins 174HP; (3) Model
1254, Cummins 200HP; (4) Model 1400
Tree & Track, Cummins 200HP; (1) Model
1700, John Deere 375 HP; (2) Model 1850
Track Bandits, Cummins 250HP; (2) Model
1900 Track Bandits, CAT 425HP & Cummins
475HP.
Horizontal Waste Reduction
Machines

& (2) 1992 IHC 4900's

lison automatic, air brakes, IMT Hawk
dump. Excellent trucks. From $35,900

(1) Model 3680 Beast Recycler, Cummins
350HP Mobark; (1) Model 10, John Deere
56HP; (2) Model 16, Cummins 194 & 250HP;
Model 17, Turbo Perkins 102HP; (1)
Model 100, Onan 24HP; (5) Eeger Beevers,
Wisconsin 65HP; Cummins; John Deere
50HP; Ford 2.3L.
Vermeer

Model 620, Kohler 23HP; (1)1600 Drum,
6-cyl. Ford.
(4)1991 & 1992 FORD F800's

Miscellaneous

Ford diesel, automatic, Petersen Lightning Loader
grapple boom. New paint.
From $35,900

(6) Chipmore 12-inch disc & drum, Ford 4
& 6 cyl.; Hercules gas; (15) Olathe 986,
Ford 4 cyl.; (1) Olathe disc, Cummins
176HP; (4) Asplundh 12-inch drum, Ford
6 cyl; Perkins 80HP; (3) Asplundh 16-inch
drum, Ford 6 cyl; Ford V-8; (1) Asplundh
Whisper, 4 cyl.; (1) Fecon Willibald M2A2500S, CAT engine; (2) Woodchuck
WC-17, GMC 120HP; (1) Woodchuck HyRoller; (3) Mitts & Merrill drum, 6 cyl.; (1)
Trelan M-18, Deutz 250HP; (1) Duratech
Whirlwind Hd-8, CAT 3056; Innovator ATG
8-foot tub, Cummins 6BTA 177HP; (1)
Jenz Wastewood grinder, John Deere 6
cyl.; (1) Haybuster Big Bite 10-foot tub,
CAT 300HP.

Xc(2) 1992 IHC 4700's
Diesel, automatic, air brakes. Grapple boom
with outriggers. Under CDL.
$1 8,900
Always a large selection to choose from. Call Today!

IIIII1S
&PI1IIWS
•
WOMI'm

295.O589
See our complete inventory at:

I

" www.frucks.com

Iruks & Ports of Tumpo: 10155. SOils Street, Europa, R33619 • (813) 7476636 FAX 813124/ 4465
trucks 6 Ports of Ohio: 9206 US Route 40 West, New Paris, OH 45347 • (93/) 43/ 03// FAX (93/) 431/988

Please circle 65 on Reader Service (ard
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Bandit Industries, Inc. 6750 Millbrook Road,
Remus, MI 49340. (800) 952-0178.
www.banditchippers.com

STOLEN
EQUIPMENT

PRODUCTS &
SERVICES

Classified ad rates
for 2001

STOLEN
1986 Asplundh Whisper Chipper

ArborWare
The Business Solution for
Arborist, Landscape & Lawn
Care Professionals

$65 per inch
($55 NAA members),
1-inch minimum.
Payable in advance.

Recently painted forest green (over stickers), black wagon wheels. Serial #JEY
20024. Taken from STAMPER TREE &
LANDSCAPE lot in Olive Hill, KY, October 2000. Reward offered ($500). Call or
fax Terry L. Stamper (606) 286-6702.

BUSINESSES
FOR SALE

Includes complete Customer Management:
Estimates, Proposals, Work Orders, Invoices, Statements, and Accounts
Receivables. Also includes: Customer Property Inventory, PHC and Pest/Disease
control, chemical application and DOA reporting, maintenance and generation of
Renewal Contracts, scheduling/routing of
Crews and Sales Reps, Vehicle Maintenance
and DOT reporting, Job Costing, Marketing
and Management Reporting, comprehensive
User Manual, and more ... Call 1-800-49-ARBOR (2-7267) for more information.

Ad deadline is the 201/i a/the month,

two months prior to publication.

Send ad and payment to:
TCI, 3 Perimeter Rd, Unit /
Manchester, NH 03103
Phone: 800-733-2622
Fax: 603-314-5386.
E-mail: Stone @ natiarh. coin

Well-Established
Tree Care Business For Sale

Excellent reputation and great growth potential. 13 years in Naples, Florida.
$125,000. Retiring. Call 941-353-1005.

STUMP CUTTER

TREE I RECYCLE-N.E. Florida Est. over 30

1/ze 044äui1
HEAVY DIJTY

yrs! Profitable/Residential/Year Round. Reliable Work Force, Equipment. Training!
Terms By Retiring Owner. Call Bob McGinty,
McGinty & Assoc., Lic. R.E. Broker.
(904)733-7757.

Stump Cutter

Tooth

Established tree care business for 36
years on Maryland's Eastern Shore.
Long-term contracts and good workforce
in place. Year-round work with good
growth opportunity. Possible owner financing. Box PL, TCI, 3 Perimeter Rd.,
Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103.

Shoulder Stop
Patented Aiik'

111C

(_4'fadiator
• Doubles Cutting Speed
Eliminates Wheel Wear

1-800-33
IIcase circle 1 1) on Reader Service (ard

Tree Service: 40 years of excellent service to the community. Dominant
reputation in the marketplace, 60 miles
north of San Francisco: Wine country.

1-800-94-ARBOR(27267)

Sonoma county, moderate year-round climate. Rapidly expanding economy.
Telecommunications development headquarters for the U.S. All clientele within
30-mile radius. 450K gross. Sales growing
at 20% per year past 5 years. All inquires to
P0 Box 370 Windsor, CA 95492.

The ON)'. V number you need to remneniher for....

Well-rounded Tree Business For Sale in
southeast North Carolina. Two complete

maintenance and removal crews, tree
spades with small tree farm, and the area's
only arborist supply company. Many commercial contacts. And an unbelievable
growth record. Take over before hurricane
season 2001! No dreamers please.
$985,000. For more information call Stephen
at (910) 343-8016.

Watch for our NEW Revised Catalog
Fax 24 Hours

MC / V,SA/ DISCOVER

accepted

WESTERN TREE EQUIPMENT & REPAIRS
Pleise circle 71 on Reader Service (ard
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Events & Seminars

upcovyong events

February 5-6, 2001

February 15 through April 26, 2001

36th Annual Shade Tree Symposium
Penn-Del Chapter, ISA
Lancaster, Pa.
Contact: Elizabeth Wertz, (215) 795-0411

Arborists' and Tree Workers'
Certification Preparation Course
Brea Civic & Cultural Center, Brea, Calif
Contact: (909) 656-3431

February 5-9, 2001

February 17, 2001

Turfgrass Producers International
Midwinter Conference & Expo
Hyatt Regency Albuquerque
Albuquerque, N.M.
Contact: (800) 405-8873 or (847) 705-9898

Michigan Forestry and Park Association
Tree Identification Workshop
MSU, East Lansing, Mich.
Contact: (5 17) 482-5530

February 27-28, 2001
Western Pa. Turf Conference & Trade Show
Pittsburgh Expo Mart
Raddison Hotel
Monroeville, Pa.
Contact: (814) 863-1368
February 27, 2001
Trees, People and the Law
National Arbor Day Seminars

Indianapolis, I n d.
Contact: (402) 474-5655 or (888) 448-7337

February 20-21, 2001
February 6-8, 2001
Trees & Utilities National Conference
Arbor Day Farm/Lied Conference Center
Nebraska City, Neb.
Contact: (402) 474-5655 or (888) 448-7337

So. Illinois Ground Maintenance School
Gateway Convention Center
Collinsville, Ill.
Contact: Ron Cornwell, (618) 692-9434

February 28, 2001
Trees, People and the Law
National Arbor Day Seminars
Peoria, Ill.

Contact: (402) 474-5655 or (888) 448-7337

February 21-23, 2001
February 6-8, 2001
11th Annual Construction Safety
Conference and Expo
Contact: (800) 552-7744
or mfogo@buildsafe.org

ISAO Annual Educational Seminars
and Conference
ISA Ontario Chapter
Muskoka Sands, Ontari
Contact: (888) 463-23l(
-

February 8-10, 2001

February 22, 2001

New England Grows! "A Fresh Perspective"
Hynes Convention Center
Boston, Mass.
Contact: (508) 653-3009 or
NEGrows@aol.com

The Practice of Restoring Native Ecosystems
National Arbor Day Seminars
Des Moines, Iowa
Contact: (402) 474-5655 or (888) 448-7337

February 23, 2001
February 10-12, 2001

March 3, 2001
Maine Arborist Associ

Annual Meeting
(i-

UMass Community Tree Conference
"Stormproofi ng Your Community"
Contact: (413) 545-0895

March 6-8, 2001
Social Issues and the Environment
Arbor Day Farm/Lied Conference Center
Nebraska City, Neb.
Contact: (402) 474-5655 or (888) 448-7337

TPI 2001 Midwinter Conf. & Expo
San Antonio, Texas
Contact: (800) 405-8873

The Practice of Restoring Native Ecosystems
National Arbor Day Seminars
Minneapolis/St. Paul, Minn.
Contact: (402) 474-5655 or (888) 448-7337

February 14-18, 2001

February 24, 2001

Landscape Assoc. Trade Show & Convention

2001 Winter Management Conference
National Arborist Association
Sanibel Harbour Resort & Spa
Ft. Myers, Fla.
Contact: Carol Crossland, (800) 733-2622

30th Annual Tree Conference
Long Island Arboricultural Association
Hofstra University
Hempstead, N.Y.
Contact: LIAA, (5 16) 454-6550

Novi Expo Center
Novi, Mich.
Contact: Diane Andrews (248) 646-4992
or (800) 354-6352 MI only.

February 15-18, 2001

February 27, 2001

R.I. Tree Council exhibit
R.I. Flower Show
Providence, R.I.
Contact: (800) 758-9260

Mass. Arborist Association
Dinner Meeting
Wayland, Mass.
Contact: (508) 653-3320

March 7-8, 2001
14th Annual Metropolitan Detroit

76
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March 12, 2001
Mass. Arborist Association Seminar

-

FEBRUARY 2001

"EHAP and Fertilizers"
Contact: (508) 653-3320

March 13, 2001

May 1-3, 2001

July 21-23, 2001

Rhode Island Tree Council hosts
Trees and Utilities' seminar by
National Arbor Day Foundation
Radison Hotel
Warwick, R.I.
Contact: (401) 647-9922

Urban Wildlife Management Conference
Arbor Day Farm/Lied Conference Center
Nebraska City, Neb.
Contact: (402) 474-5655 or (888) 448-7337

TPI Summer Convention & Field Day
Spokane, Wash.
Contact: (8(X)) 405-8873

May 4, 2001

ISA Western Chapter Annual Meeting
Douhietree Hotel, Modesto, Calif.
Contact: Bob Tate (916) 641-1211

March 14-16, 2001

29th Annual Wood Technology
Clinic & Show
Portland Convention Center
Portland, Ore.
Contact: (8(X)) 527-0207 or visit
www.Wood Wide Weh.coii'i

July 26-27, 2001
Emerald Expo
Green Industry Trade Show & Seminar
Seattle, Wash.
Contact: Julie Ellenhorn (877) GREEN55
October 2, 2001
Washington Landscape
Trade Show & Field Day
Western Wash. Fairgrounds
Puyallup, Wash.
Contact: (8(X)) 883-2186

May 6-9, 2001

ISA - Southern Chapter and others
Tree Structure and Mechanics
Savannah, Ga.
Contact: kcoder@arches.uga.edu

March 26-28, 2001

TCI

May 8-10, 2001

Building With Trees Conference
Arbor Day Farm/Lied Conference Centel Nebraska City, Neb.
Contact: (402) 474-5655

Utility Safety Conference & Expo 2001
Atlanta, Ga.
Contact: Denise Kula (847) 639-22(X)
or www.utilitysafety.com

April 7, 2001

June 3-5, 2001
Locally Lead Conservation Efforts
Arbor Day Farm/Lied Conference Center
Nebraska City, Neb.
Contact: (402) 474-5655

ISA Southern Chapter Annual Meeting
Birmingham, Ala.
Contact: Dwayne Carter (336) 789-4747

.

Send intorination on .vour event to:
Tree Care Industry,

3 Peri,nete, Road, Unit 1,
M(l1(heStei NH 03103
Fax:

(603) 314-5386

E-mail: Ll,nakiss@natlarhcoin
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Never Too Safe
From suburban Georgia comes a tragic
reminder that safety begins long before
the chain saws start.
A 48-year-old arborist was killed
when an apparently dead maple he had
been called to inspect and price for removal fell on him in the Ansley Park
neighborhood.

Brass is Better!

pill

According to the Atlanta JournalConstitution, independent arborist John
Kealey was one of three arborists slated
to provide an estimate for removing the
tree that day.
The woman who had called the tree
professionals told the newspaper that the
tree fell without warning.
"There was no cracking sound saying,
'This tree is coming down,' " Barbara
Seymour was quoted as saying.
Seymour, who said two other arborists
were scheduled to see the tree and give
prices later in the morning, was knocked
to the ground by the tree's branches and
suffered only minor bruises, scratches
and a sore back.
Kealey, who had not yet touched the
tree, was pronounced dead on the scene.
The accident happened in a neighborhood of homes built around 1910, the
newspaper said, and occurred just minutes after a soaking rainstorm left the
area.

-

-
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Bartlett Brass pole connectors don't break, bend or corrode
under normal use ... or abuse!
Which is more than you can say
for the competition. Aluminum is
cheaper, but your time isn't.
That's why our brass is better
than aluminum.
Bartlett Brass.. .strong and
reliable. Available to fit round or
rectangular poles.

BARThEIT
R
MANUFACTURING
CO.
L,)
Detroit, MI

Since 1912

800-331-7101
or
313-873-7300

Shorthanded in the
Nation's Capital
Washington officials thought they
were saving themselves some money
when they offered an early retirement
package designed to cut hack the
district's workforce.
But the plan cut even deeper than
expected, leaving D.C. with no professional consulting arborists and with
only one inspector responsible for
tracking the health of more than
115,000 trees on city land.
According to an article in the Washington Post, half of the city's 14 tree care
crews took the early retirement package,
leaving a depleted tree and landscaping
crew to handle a backlog of as many as
7,000 trees to be removed - including
many that pose a hazard and therefore
could create legal woes for the city. Another 20,000 are due for pruning and at
least 2,000 individual requests for tree
service have piled up in city offices.
Worse still, city officials pushing to
have the Parks Department take control
of the tree care budget said they are wor-
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ried that without arborists to draft management and maintenance plans, an
ongoing effort to spent $2.6 million on
6,000 new trees around the city could be
wasted.
Officials said the planting effort is aimed
at restoring the District of Columbia's
reputation as "tree city" - a title it held
before budget cuts in the 1990s halved the
size of the tree care department and put a
halt to new plantings.

Help, Please
Tree care officials in Seattle are hoping the public can help them keep some
of the 26,000 trees planned as part of a
celebration of the Year 2000 from dying.
The Seattle Times said the so-called
Millennium Trees were planted across
the city but are now too much for already
stretched maintenance crews to properly
water and mulch. The city, however, has
reportedly had good response from residents, who have been informally
adopting trees in many neighborhoods.

Fuzzy Tree Math
Officials in Danville, Calif., think they
have found the answer to a particularly
sensitive issue: What to do with an historic oak tree that arborists have deemed
unsafe. After two months of deliberation,
the Town Council voted to spend
$76,000 to build steel braces to hold up
the massive trccio ilio ((H
tra Costa Tinie
Pegged at 30() \ CH old, ilic ti cc ho
came an issue for the town after arborist
warned that it had root rot and could post
a danger. But when the tree survived a
windy rainstorm, officials who had supported removing the tree reversed
position in favor of the steel braces.
Though some council members still
have concerns about the safety of the tree
- and the potential extra liability the
town may incur after propping it up - one
councilor said the investment of $76,00()
was worthwhile.
After all, he argued, if the tree is 300
years old, that comes to just $250 a
year.
TCI
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"Yard of the Month" Idea Flourishes
By Steve Sandtrt

W

e who practice tree care in the
urban forest often have the
pleasure of working with community volunteers. They are the cream of
the crop. Fine folks. Joe Money is a perfect example.
Joe grew up and then raised his own
family in his home on Junietta Street, a
one-block residential street with a historic firehouse on the corner. While
walking his dog one day, Joe critically
studied the various properties and
thought, "These places look terrible. We
used to keep up our properties much better when I was a kid. Someone should
do something." And, he realized, nobody
would; that's why things were slipping
so badly.
Poor landscape care. No newly painted
houses. Old, decorative wooden porch
rails replaced with cheap, ugly metal
ones. What to do?
Midnight Wednesday. Steal a "for
sale" sign from a house several blocks

away. Paint it white with big, black stenciled letters. Hide it in the garage until
you've had a chance to mow your front
yard, edge the walks, prune the shrubbery, mulch the trees and plant 20 bucks
worth of flowers.
Midnight Friday.
Sneak the sign out of the garage. Stick
it right in the middle of your own spruced
up yard.
Earn your neighborhood's first "Yard
of the Month" award. That's what!
Joe said that on Saturday morning,
while he was on his front porch reading
the newspaper, "You could hear lawn
mowers firing up all over the place."
"Joe, where'd that award come from'?"
asked a number of neighbors.
"Danged if I know. I just cleaned up my
place a little and that sign was stuck right
there when I woke up. I kind of like it. Bet
somebody else wins it next month."
And sure enough, for eight months until everyone caught on, a different,

recently improved property on Junietta
Street earned the "Yard of the Month"
award, thanks to Joe's midnight walks.
By the time the Westwood Civic Association adopted the concept for the whole
community, Junietta Street, according to
Joe Money, was "looking mighty fine...
like it did when I was a kid, and it's getting more beautiful every day. Neighbors
are getting to know each other better. They
work together on stuff again. The city ha
even gotten into the swing of things. Our
firehouse was just painted, we're gettinp
new street trees this fall, and I think our
street has been bumped up ri
facing schedule."
That was 20 years ago. iuiiictta Street
still looks good. Westwood is still making awards for jobs well done. And, it's
looking better every day, too.
Here's to you, Joe!
Steve Sandfort, RF, CA, is an urhaiift,r-

TO

ester consultant.

Do you have a story From the Field?
TCI will pay $100 fbr published articles. Submissions become the property o/TCI and are subject to editing
for grammar, style and length. Entries must include the name oj a company and a contact person.

GET RESULTS FASTER USING AIR-SPADE®
to excavate plant roots in minutes, without root damage.
Preferred by professionals worldwide for:

• All Types of Root Excavation
• Soil Aeration and Vertical Mulching
• Trenching and New Construction
• Safely Locating Buried Utilities
• Treating Plant Diseases
• Improving Productivity

.
. ..

..

.

For more information:

Concept Engineering (,rou
888-55-SAFEX (7-2339)
E-mail: ceg@air-spade.cum
www.air-spade.cum
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IN 25 YEAR'ThE !MT-TREES
S4OUU' START TO HIT THE OSE
EQOIPMENT MAPVET... JOST IN TIME
FOR ME TO MUSCLE IN ON PAVS

TREE TRIMMINGROSINESS!

Unless you can wait 25 years to take advantage of the innovative
features and quality construction of the MAT-TREE, we suggest you call
your representative today. Take one look and you'll see the difference
between a MAT-TREE and any of those 6 year "throw away" models.

Check out these great standard features:

o ri
.

I4
For More Informationi

Innovative telescopic
upper boom
Solid boom construction not pipe construction like
our competitors
Amazing horizontal reach
of 41 feet at 30 feet
above ground
Non-over center design
for greater stability
No chains or cable for
boom actuation
Working height up to 65 feet
Bearing ring with 3 ft.
diameter, 360 0 rotation
for smooth operation
Faster tower operation fastest in the industry!

Platform capacity of 400 lbs.
Stowed height like a
48 ft. machine
Available for a non-CDL
chassis configuration
Uni que patented hydraulic
platform leveling system
And much more!

, ' lease circle 35 on Reader Scrvicc (aid
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THE HEIGHT OF SUCCESS IS

AERIAL LIFT
INC.
Connecticut
of Milford,
WE WILL NOTLET YOUDOWN

Aerial Lift Models available
from 38' to 75'
Visit our Web site to link to company and
product information, including our
"Online Showroom"!
E-Mail: aerialinfo@aol.com
Company \Vebsite:

NEW
62' WORKING HEIGHT WITH 52' SIDEREACH
One Year
100% Warranty

All parts on an Aerial Lift are
available for overnight delivery.

MINI-FOOT
Established 1958

FW
Made in U.S.A.

REAR MOUNTS I
AERIAL LIFT, INC.

P.O. Box 66 • 571 Plains Road• Milford, Connecticut 06460-0066
PHONE USA: 1-800-446-5438, In CT: 1-800-245-5438 • Phone: (203) 878-0694 • FAX: (203) 878-2549
E-Mail: aerialinfoàaol.com
Company Website: http://www.aerialliti.com
Please circle 3 on Reader Service Card
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